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Abstract

The emergence of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies has enabled the
development of innovative peer-to-peer (P2P) models for resource allocation,
sharing, and monetization. As these P2P models operate without inherent trust,
the need for reliable trust and reputation mechanisms becomes crucial to minimize
potential risks associated with engaging with malicious peers. Several trust
management systems (TMS) have been proposed to establish trust in traditional
P2P networks, aiming to facilitate the selection of dependable resources and deter
peer misbehavior, with a significant focus on utilizing reputation as a guiding
factor. Reputation-based trust systems (RTMS) play a fundamental role by
leveraging community-based reputations to establish trust. They enable peers to
assess the trustworthiness of others and evaluate the Quality of Service (QoS)
based on shared reputations and past interactions. While these systems establish
a peer-to-peer overlay trust network, the majority of these protocols are not
tailored to suit blockchain-based networks, resulting in various shortcomings due
to their outdated design.

This thesis presents our protocol BTrust, a novel decentralized and modular trust
management system for large-scale P2P networks, leveraging blockchain technol-
ogy and Graph Neural Network (GNN) for trust evaluation. BTrust introduces
a multi-dimensional trust and reputation model to assess peer trustworthiness,
dynamically deriving a single value from multiple parameters. The blockchain
ensures reliable trust computation, dissemination, and storage without a central
trust manager. An important breakthrough in our protocol is the resolution of
the "cold start" or "initial trust score problem". To achieve this, the bootstrap-
ping peer adopts random walks to select trustworthy peers among its neighbors,
ensuring a decentralized approach without relying on any centralized entity or
predefined peers. Unlike existing solutions, this method prevents overwhelming
the most trusted peers in the network. Another challenge addressed in reputation
systems is the reluctance of peers to provide negative feedback, often due to fear
of retaliation or simply not providing feedback at all. To tackle these issues, we
introduce an incentive mechanism that encourages truthful feedback and imple-
ment specialized mechanisms to penalize bad or lazy behavior. These innovations
promote a more reliable and balanced trust evaluation process within the system.
Furthermore, we propose a variant of BTrust called GBTrust, which improves
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upon the original protocol by incorporating Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) and
a novel attention-based mechanism specifically designed for trust management.
This variant enhances the detection of dynamic malicious peers and strengthens
the overall robustness and accuracy of trust evaluation. By leveraging GNNs,
GBTrust effectively captures the complex relationships and dynamic behavior of
peers in the network, enabling more accurate identification of malicious activities
and better adaptability to changing trust dynamics. The attention-based mecha-
nism further enhances the model’s ability to prioritize and weigh different trust
factors, leading to more reliable and precise trust assessments.

We demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed protocol in large-scale P2P net-
works using simulations of a P2P network and show that BTrust and its variant
(GBTrust) are highly resilient to failures and robust against malicious nodes.

Key words: Trust management, Reputation system, P2P, RTMS, Blockchain,
GNN, Resource sharing, Cold-start, Random walks.



Résumé

L’émergence de la technologie blockchain et des cryptomonnaies a ouvert la possibilité
de créer de nouveaux modèles de gestion, de partage et de monétisation de ressources en
pair-à-pair (P2P). Étant donné que ces modèles P2P sont sans confiance (trustless), des
mécanismes de confiance et de réputation fiables et efficaces sont nécessaires pour minimiser
le risque d’accès ou d’interaction avec des pairs malveillants. Plusieurs systèmes de gestion
de confiance basés sur la réputation (RTMS) ont été proposés pour garantir la confiance
dans les réseaux P2P, aider à choisir des ressources fiables et empêcher les comportements
malveillants des pairs. Ces RTMS établissent la confiance en s’appuyant sur des réputations
basées sur la communauté. Ils aident les pairs à évaluer la fiabilité des autres et à évaluer
la qualité de service (QoS) en fonction de leur réputation et de leurs expériences passées
mutuelles. Dans ces schémas, un réseau de confiance en surcouche pair-à-pair est établi.

Cette thèse présente BTrust, un nouveau système de gestion de confiance décentralisé et
modulaire pour les réseaux P2P à grande échelle, exploitant la technologie blockchain et
les GNN (Graph Neural Network) pour l’évaluation de la confiance. BTrust introduit un
modèle de confiance et de réputation multidimensionnel pour évaluer la fiabilité des pairs,
dérivant dynamiquement une valeur unique à partir de plusieurs paramètres. La blockchain
garantit un calcul, une diffusion et un stockage fiables de la confiance sans gestionnaire de
confiance centralisé, tandis que les GNN capturent efficacement les relations complexes entre
les pairs, conduisant à des évaluations de confiance précises et robustes.

Une avancée importante dans notre protocole est la résolution du "problème de démarrage à
froid" ou du "problème du score de confiance initial". Pour y parvenir, le pair d’amorçage
adopte des marches aléatoires pour sélectionner des pairs fiables parmi ses voisins, garantissant
une approche décentralisée sans dépendre d’une entité centralisée ou de pairs prédéfinis.
Contrairement aux solutions existantes, cette méthode évite de submerger les pairs les plus
dignes de confiance du réseau. Un autre défi abordé dans les systèmes de réputation est
la réticence des pairs à fournir des rétroactions négatives, souvent par peur de représailles
ou simplement en ne fournissant pas de rétroaction du tout. Pour résoudre ces problèmes,
nous introduisons un mécanisme d’incitation qui encourage les rétroactions sincères et
nous mettons en œuvre des mécanismes spécialisés pour sanctionner les comportements
mauvais ou paresseux. Ces innovations favorisent un processus d’évaluation de confiance
plus fiable et équilibré au sein du système. De plus, nous proposons une variante de
BTrust appelée GBTrust, qui améliore le protocole original en incorporant des Graph Neural
Networks (GNN) et un nouveau mécanisme basé sur l’attention spécifiquement conçu pour la
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gestion de la confiance. Cette variante permet d’améliorer la détection des pairs malveillants
dynamiques et renforce la robustesse et la précision globale de l’évaluation de la confiance. En
utilisant les GNN, GBTrust capture efficacement les relations complexes et les comportements
dynamiques des pairs dans le réseau, permettant ainsi une identification plus précise des
activités malveillantes et une meilleure adaptabilité aux dynamiques de confiance changeantes.
Le mécanisme basé sur l’attention renforce également la capacité du modèle à prioriser et
à pondérer différents facteurs de confiance, conduisant à des évaluations de confiance plus
fiables et précises.

Nous démontrons l’efficacité du système GBTrust proposé dans des réseaux P2P à grande
échelle en utilisant des simulations d’un réseau P2P, et nous montrons que BTrust est
hautement résilient aux pannes et robuste contre les nœuds malveillants.

Mots-clés: Gestion de confiance, Système de réputation, Blockchain, GNN, Partage de
ressources, Démarrage à froid, Marches aléatoires.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 2

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems have evolved from simple file sharing over the internet to advanced
distributed resource sharing [1]. Blockchain technology enabled promoting trust, transparency,
and fair compensation for resource providers through the use of cryptocurrencies.

The rapid expansion of cryptocurrencies has sparked a notable surge of interest in leveraging
blockchain-based systems to monetize computing resources [2] [3]. Users enthusiastically
embrace the idea of renting out their underutilized resources, including CPUs [4], surplus
storage capacity [5], and even internet bandwidth [6], in exchange for crypto-tokens. Projects
such as Storj1, Golem2, and Filecoin3 capitalize on blockchain technology, enabling individuals
to share their idle storage and computational power, thereby converting these dormant
resources into valuable assets within a global sharing economy. By incentivizing resource
providers with cryptocurrency tokens, these projects foster a mutually beneficial ecosystem.
Furthermore, blockchain-based resource sharing initiatives like Akash Network4, Substratum5,
and iExec6 effectively address concerns related to centralization, censorship, and data privacy
(1.1). They empower users to partake in sharing internet bandwidth and computing resources,
offering an alternative to conventional cloud and hosting services.

Figure 1.1: IExec resource sharing architecture

1https://www.storj.io/
2https://www.golem.network/
3https://filecoin.io/
4https://akash.network/
5https://substratum.net/index.html
6https://iex.ec/
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In parallel to resource-sharing blockchain projects, projects like SETI@home7 have engaged
millions of volunteers worldwide to collectively analyze astronomical data, harnessing the
combined processing power of participants’ computers to search for signs of extraterrestrial
intelligence. Similarly, distributed computing projects have emerged to address complex
scientific problems, such as protein folding simulations or climate modeling, by aggregating
computational resources from numerous volunteer contributors. These resource distribution
systems has significantly reduced bandwidth costs for content providers and enhanced the
efficiency of content delivery to end-users.

Nevertheless, these opportunities often involve engaging with unknown parties whose trust-
worthiness is uncertain, leading to substantial risks. Such risks may include the allocation of
insecure and low-quality resources or the potential misuse of allocated resources for malicious
purposes. Consequently, P2P resource sharing networks necessitate the implementation of
suitable techniques to identify peers with valuable resources and the establishment of a
robust trust model to ensure secure and efficient resource sharing.

Relying on established protocols, creating a dependable and secure peer-to-peer (P2P)
resource sharing network is hindered by a multitude of challenging issues, including:

• Trust and Reputation Management: Assessing the trustworthiness of peers in a
decentralized network, where interactions occur with unknown entities, poses a challenge.
Developing effective trust and reputation models that can dynamically evaluate and
quantify trust based on multiple parameters is essential to promote secure resource
sharing.

• Corruption of Trust Managers: Trust managers play a pivotal role in the trust and
reputation system of P2P networks. However, they can be susceptible to corruption
or malicious manipulation. Ensuring the integrity and credibility of trust managers
in submitting and processing feedback is essential to prevent the distortion of trust
evaluations.

• Cold Start Problem: Bootstrapping a P2P network without relying on a centralized
entity or predefined peers is another hurdle. Initiating the network and selecting
trustworthy peers among neighbor peers, especially without access to prior reputation
information, is a complex task and is frequently unsupported.

• Incentive Mechanisms: Encouraging truthful feedback and participation in the resource-
sharing process necessitates the design of efficient incentive mechanisms. Addressing
the reluctance of peers to provide negative feedback due to fear of retaliation or
the inclination to avoid providing feedback altogether is crucial for maintaining a
trustworthy network.

7https://setiathome.berkeley.edu/
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• The Free-Rider Problem: Without proper incentivization mechanisms, some entities
may engage in free-riding behavior, benefiting from shared resources without contribut-
ing back to the network adequately. Addressing this issue is crucial to maintain fairness
and encourage active participation from all peers.

• Dynamic attacks: In the absence of a centralized authority, dynamic malicious nodes
can lead to dishonest promotion or defamation of other actors in the network. Detecting
and mitigating dynamic and Sybil attacks (using multiple identities) is essential to
uphold the integrity and accuracy of the trust model.

To address these challenges, enhance trust within P2P networks, and mitigate peer misbehav-
ior, researchers have proposed multiple RTMS [7][8]. These propositions aim to assess trust
by relying on community-based reputations, enabling peers to assess the trustworthiness
of others and evaluate the quality of service (QoS) based on their reputation and past
interactions. In these schemes, a peer-to-peer overlay trust network is established, where
each device (referred to interchangeably as a node or peer) acts as both a client and a
service provider, necessitating evaluation of their QoS and trustworthiness. By leveraging
reputation-based mechanisms, these systems facilitate the selection of reliable resources,
promote honest behaviors among peers, and contribute to building a more trustworthy and
efficient P2P network.

1.1 Problematic and objectives

In this thesis, we aim to address a fundamental challenge: How can we ensure that
users and peers in a blockchain resource-sharing network securely consume and
provide resources? This overarching question leads to several related inquiries: How
can we efficiently manage trust computation, storage, and dissemination within blockchain-
based resource-sharing environments? How can we incentivize users and device owners
to participate? How can we secure new joining peers? How can we secure the network
against both static and dynamic malicious participants? Additionally, how can we predict
the trustworthiness of a given participant and forecast interactions among peers?

Our objective is to design a distributed protocol that leverages the unique capabilities of
blockchain technology and Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) to enhance the trust management
process. By integrating the properties of blockchain, such as decentralization, immutability,
and transparency, we aim to ensure the reliability and integrity of trust computations and
storage without relying on any central authority. Moreover, we specifically focus on the
application of GNNs, which excel at capturing complex relationships and patterns in graph-
structured data, to improve the accuracy and efficiency of trust evaluation. By harnessing
the power of GNNs, we aim to extract meaningful insights from the network’s topology, node
attributes, and trust interactions, enabling more informed and precise trust assessments.
Additionally, we try to address the challenge of efficient dissemination of trust information,
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facilitating seamless and secure sharing of reputation data among peers while minimizing
the overhead within the network.

1.2 Contributions

In this thesis, we present a novel protocol called BTrust which is designed as a generic
solution applicable to various blockchain-based services. It introduces a trust overlay network
that effectively addresses the challenges related to trust dissemination, incentivization, and
the secure storage and retrieval of feedback in P2P networks. Notably, BTrust eliminates
the need for trust managers or centralized operators, thereby enhancing the decentralized
nature of the system. By leveraging the capabilities of the underlying blockchain to manage
multiple services, such as identification, access control, and micropayments, it becomes
possible to transparently assess, at a network level, the interactions of peers and mitigate
risks related to centralized or on-edge trust computation and assessment. To the best of
our knowledge, this approach is lacking in the literature, where the focus is more on using
only smart contracts to outsource trust computation while keeping resource sharing services
off-chain. This approach results in a resilient and adaptable reputation system capable of
capturing new dimensions of trust, even enabling the detection of compromised devices that
may otherwise appear to behave correctly. To amplify the accuracy of our trust management
process, we’ve advanced the BTrust protocol, integrating Graph Neural Networks (GNN) to
create the updated variant, GBTrust. This enhancement significantly boosts the system’s
ability to thoroughly analyze complex peer relationships within a P2P network, yielding
more exact and robust trust evaluations.

Through multiple experimentation and analysis, we demonstrate that the proposed solution
not only strengthens trustworthiness within these networks but also ensures data integrity,
security, and reliable resource sharing among participants. By providing this innovative and
generic BTrust solution, we contribute to the advancement of trust management mechanisms,
fostering a trustworthy and efficient environment for decentralized networks.

This work extends the existing efforts on combining Blockchain and trust management
systems [9]. The main contributions of BTrust (and GBTrust) could be listed below:

• Dynamic Trust Formula: BTrust’s novelty lies in its adoption of a unique trust
formula that combines recommendation and evidence-based approaches to accurately
determine the trustworthiness level of peers within the network computed by distributed
mechanism.

• Efficient Peer Selection through Random Walks: BTrust effectively tackles the "cold
start problem" by employing random walks to identify trustworthy peers among
neighboring peers. This approach ensures the selection of reliable peers without causing
network overloads, enabling seamless integration of new nodes into the network.
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• Usage of Remote Attestation: To safeguard the integrity of devices (both hardware
and software), BTrust leverages Remote Attestation (RA). This mechanism allows
authorized parties to detect any changes that may have occurred in remote devices,
ensuring the security and authenticity of participating nodes.

• Incentive Mechanism for Truthful Feedback: BTrust proposes an incentive mechanism
that encourages peers to provide honest and accurate feedback. By incentivizing
truthful reporting, the system mitigates the risk of malicious or biased feedback,
fostering a more reliable trust evaluation process.

• Improved RTMS precision and prediction: BTrust presents an upgraded iteration
integrating Graph Neural Networks (GNN) alongside a novel attention mechanism.
This proposition allows the network to dynamically adjust and allocate differing degrees
of significance to diverse trust features, resulting in refined and more precise trust
assessments.

• Resilience against dynamic malicious peers: BTrust and GBTrust present robust
mechanisms to detect and mitigate the influence of such peers, ensuring the stability
and security of the network.
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1.4 Thesis Organisation

The thesis is organised as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides an extensive review of the background and relevant literature in
the field of blockchain, and Reputation-Based Trust Management Systems (RTMS).

• Chapter 3 presents BTrust a blockchain based RTMS for securing resource sharing

• Chapter 4 presents GBTrust, a variant of BTrust based on GNN with a new attention
mechanism.

• Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by summarizing the findings and insights obtained
throughout the research and proposes potential research directions for future work.
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overview of the background and related technologies pertaining to
trust management systems in P2P networks, with a focus on the integration of blockchain and
GNN. First, the notion of trust and reputation is introduced, along with their relationship
with RTMS, in section 2.2. Section 2.3 outlines the building blocks and properties of RTMS.
Section 2.4 presents an overview of blockchain technology and its features that show promising
potential for enhancing RTMS. Finally, section 2.6 delves into GNN, a powerful machine
learning technique that operates on graph structures.

2.2 Trust and reputation-based trust

Trust can be defined as a subjective and intangible belief or confidence that an individual or
entity possesses the capability and willingness to act in a reliable, honest, and responsible
manner within a given context or domain. It is a dynamic and evolving notion, shaped by
consecutive interactions and experiences between parties involved. Trust is context-related,
meaning it may vary depending on the specific behavior, traits, or actions being evaluated.
According to Gambetta’s definition [10], trust is a particular level of the subjective probability
with which an agent assesses that another agent or group of agents will perform a particular
action, both before he can monitor such action (or independently of his capacity ever to be
able to monitor it) and in a context in which it affects his own action.

Trust is crucial for establishing positive relationships, fostering cooperation, and mitigating
risks in various social, economic, and technological interactions. In distributed systems and
peer-to-peer networks, trust plays a pivotal role in assessing the credibility and trustworthiness
of peers, enabling secure and efficient resource sharing, and facilitating decision-making
processes. Trust is a fundamental aspect of establishing relationships and interactions among
participants in distributed systems. It is often intertwined with the concept of reputation,
which can be seen as the aggregated opinion or trust degree of an entity from other entities
that have had prior interactions with the entity. While trust refers to a subjective belief
towards an entity’s behavior that evolves through repeated interactions, reputation provides
a more objective and quantifiable representation of the entity’s trustworthiness based on the
experiences and recommendations of other peers.

2.2.1 Reputation and its significance in trust management

Reputation represents the collective perception and opinion of a community or group of
individuals regarding the trustworthiness and reliability of an individual or an entity. In
various real-world scenarios, individuals often rely on reputation to assess the level of trust
they can place in an unfamiliar person or organization before engaging in any interaction.
While reputation in the physical world may stem from word of mouth, media coverage, or
tangible infrastructures, online communities present unique challenges in assessing reputation
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due to their vast scale, prevalence of anonymous identities, and the ease of creating and
maintaining digital personas.

To address the need for evaluating reputation in digital ecosystems, reputation systems play
a vital role. The objective of an RTMS is to assess the accountability and trustworthiness
of each participant using a quantitative approach. Trustworthiness is derived from direct
experiences with the entity or recommendations from other peers and is represented as
numerical scores, allowing for convenient measurement of the trust level. This trust and
reputation score can serve as a safeguard to manage the associated risks when communicating
and collaborating with other peers in dynamic and potentially hostile distributed systems.
By leveraging trust metrics within RTMS, participants can make informed decisions, build
reliable relationships, and foster a secure environment for resource sharing and collaboration.

Numerous applications of RTMS have been explored in the context of the Internet of Things
(IoT). One such application is the TrustChain framework proposed in [11], which employs
a three-layered trust management approach to tackle trustworthiness issues within supply
chains. The TrustChain system evaluates the quality of commodities by analyzing multiple
observations along the supply chain. In another study [12], researchers introduced a RTMS
solution to enhance data validation in crowd sourcing scenarios. By incorporating trust
management, this approach selects reliable validators based on the trustworthiness scores of
participants in the crowd sourcing service, ensuring accurate and dependable data validation
processes. These examples demonstrate the versatility and importance of RTMS in addressing
trust-related challenges across various IoT applications.

2.2.2 Types of reputation systems: Network architecture

The network architecture of a reputation system plays a crucial role in shaping the funda-
mental activities that define its operation. Specifically, it governs the processes of feedback
collection, feedback aggregation (reputation computation), and reputation dissemination.
Two primary network architectures are commonly encountered in reputation systems: cen-
tralized and decentralized.

• Centralized Network Architecture: In a centralized reputation system, all critical
functions such as feedback collection, aggregation, and reputation dissemination are
managed by a central authority or a single entity. This central entity controls the
entire process, making decisions and computations based on feedback received from
participants. While centralized systems provide simplicity and ease of management,
they also raise concerns regarding the trustworthiness and potential bias of the central
authority due to its considerable influence over reputation assessments. A prominent
example of this architecture is Google’s PageRank [13], a link analysis algorithm used
to determine the importance of web pages.

• Decentralized Network Architecture: In contrast to centralized systems, a decentralized
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reputation system operates in a distributed manner, with no single entity having
complete control. Feedback collection, aggregation, and reputation dissemination
are spread among the nodes participating in the network. Each node independently
contributes to the reputation computation process based on the feedback received
from its interactions with other entities. Decentralized systems enhance transparency,
trust, and resilience, as they eliminate a single point of failure and decisions are
collectively made by the network participants. Notable examples of such systems
include EigenTrust [14] and PowerTrust [8].

The choice of network architecture profoundly impacts the efficiency, security, and fairness
of the reputation system. Depending on the specific requirements and characteristics of
the ecosystem in which the reputation system operates, the selection between centralized
and decentralized architectures becomes a critical consideration in ensuring the system’s
effectiveness and reliability.

2.2.3 Types of trust

In the context of trust management systems, trust can manifest in different forms and exhibit
various characteristics. Understanding the different types of trust is essential for designing
effective and context-specific trust models. In this section, we categorize trust into several
types based on its nature and scope, shedding light on the nuances of trust in distributed
systems.

• Reputation-based Trust: Reputation-based trust systems aggregate feedback and
reputation scores from multiple interactions to determine an entity’s overall reputation
level. This approach utilizes the collective opinions and experiences of a community to
assess the trustworthiness of an entity. Such systems are crucial in many distributed
environments where they evaluate and compare entities based on their historical
behavior and reliability. Prominent examples of reputation-based trust systems include
SecuredTrust [15], EigenTrust [14], and PowerTrust [8].

• Direct Trust: Direct trust stems from direct interactions between individual entities
within a network. As entities engage in activities such as sharing resources or exchanging
information, they gain firsthand experiences of each other’s behavior and reliability.
This direct experience is integral to forming trust beliefs, enabling a personalized and
specific assessment of an entity’s trustworthiness. Notable implementations of direct
trust models include TW-Trust [16], dTrust [17], and GenTrust [18].

• Indirect Trust: Indirect trust arises from the recommendations and opinions about
an entity provided by other members within a network. Entities may not always
have direct experiences with each other and often rely on feedback and reputation
scores from their peers to evaluate the trustworthiness of someone unfamiliar. This
mechanism is particularly valuable in scenarios where direct interactions are scarce or
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when new entities join the network. Notable examples of indirect trust mechanisms
include PeerTrust [19], as well as recent models discussed by Yuhong [20] and Xuemeng
[21].

• Transitive Trust: Transitive trust involves the propagation of trust through a network of
interconnected entities. In such scenarios, if entity A trusts entity B, and entity B trusts
entity C, entity A may also extend some level of trust to entity C based on the existing
trust with entity B. This chaining of trust relationships facilitates the assessment of
trustworthiness for distant or unfamiliar entities by relying on intermediary trusted
entities. Examples of this category include HonestPeer [22], AuthenticPeer++ [23],
CuboidTrust [24], and T2D [25].

• Contextual Trust: Trust is inherently contextual, influenced by specific situations,
tasks, or environments. Contextual trust acknowledges that an entity’s trustworthiness
may vary based on diverse factors such as the type of service provided, the sensitivity
of the data shared, or the nature of the interaction. Trust models that adapt to various
contexts can enhance the precision of trust assessments and support more effective
decision-making. Notable studies in this area include works by Liu [26], Alhussain [27],
and Altaf in multiple contexts [28], [29].

The table 2.1 highlights the characteristics, advantages, and limitations of each trust type,
providing valuable insights into their suitability for specific use cases.

2.2.4 Trust aggregation

One of the key aspects in RTMS is the aggregation of trust evidence, which involves the
accumulation and combination of trust ratings or feedback from various sources to calculate
the final trust and reputation score of an entity. The aggregation process helps in synthesizing
the dispersed trust data into a comprehensive measure of trustworthiness. Several models
exist for aggregating feedback to derive reputation scores. Below, we summarize some of the
common models. For a comprehensive survey of these methods, also known as reputation
computation engines, Jøsang et al. [30] offer an excellent reference:

• Sum and Mean Model: A prevalent method in reputation scoring involves aggregating
feedback through simple summation or by calculating the mean of feedback values,
as detailed in Hasan’s work [31]. The summation approach accumulates all feedback
received, providing a comprehensive total score, whereas the mean approach offers
a normalized representation by averaging the feedback. These methods are widely
adopted in practical reputation systems, with notable examples including eBay.com,
Epinions.com, and Amazon.com

• Markov Chain: The Markov Chain approach in reputation-based aggregation employs
a probabilistic model to represent trust relationships among entities, as demonstrated
in algorithms like EigenTrust [32] and PowerTrust [33]. This method utilizes transition
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Table 2.1: Comparison of Types of Trust in Trust and Reputation Management

Type of Trust Description Pros Cons

Direct Trust Arises from direct interac-
tions between individual en-
tities within a network.

- Based on first-hand ex-
periences.

- Limited to entities
with whom direct inter-
actions have occurred.

Indirect Trust Emerges from recommenda-
tions and opinions provided
by other entities within the
network.

- Useful when direct in-
teractions are scarce or
unavailable.

- Relies on the accu-
racy and honesty of the
sources providing the
recommendations.

Transitive Trust Involves trust propagation
through a network of inter-
connected entities.

- Enables trust propaga-
tion beyond direct inter-
actions.

- May be influenced by
multiple intermediaries,
potentially leading to in-
accuracies.

Repution-based Derived from historical in-
teractions and experiences
with entities over time.

- Provides a comprehen-
sive view of an entity’s
trustworthiness.

- May not account for
changes in behavior over
time.

Contextual Trust Trust that is context-
specific and can vary based
on the circumstances of
interactions.

- Offers adaptability to
different scenarios.

- Requires accurate
context identification,
which can be challeng-
ing.

probabilities to propagate trust values throughout the network, aiming to converge on
stable trust ratings. Markov Chain-based aggregation excels in its resilience against
malicious behavior and its capability to manage inaccurate or outdated information
effectively.

• Bayesian Aggregation: Bayesian methods, such as those detailed in Stereotrust [34]
and explored further in the works of Hauke [35] and Burnett [36], utilize probabilistic
models to iteratively update trust beliefs based on new evidence. Entities begin with
initial prior trust beliefs and refine these beliefs as they receive fresh feedback. Bayesian
aggregation is particularly advantageous in dynamic environments where the landscape
of trust information is continually evolving.

• Flow Network Model: In the context of trust management, the flow network model (as
explored in studies like Levien [37] and others [38], [39]) is represented by a weighted
directed graph where each edge symbolizes the trust capacity between nodes. In this
setup, nodes correspond to entities within a network that can extend and receive trust
through their incoming and outgoing connections, ensuring that the trust extended
equals the trust received. The source node, representing a highly trusted entity, has
only outgoing connections with theoretically unlimited trust output. Conversely, the
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sink node, which might represent a trust aggregator or evaluator, has only incoming
connections and can accumulate an unlimited amount of trust inputs

• Fuzzy Logic : Unlike traditional binary logic, which only allows for precise and definitive
values (true or false), Fuzzy Logic employs fuzzy membership functions to handle
uncertain or imprecise evidence of trust. This approach enables the quantification of
trust degrees by accommodating gradations of truth, as discussed in various studies
[40], [41],[42]).

2.2.5 Trust dimensions

Trust is a complex and context-dependent concept, which means that trust cannot be
universally applied across different contexts without proper adjustment and recalibration.
Context-awareness is a crucial consideration when designing an RTMS. RTMS can be tailored
to work with a single context or support multiple-context awareness in deriving trust from
collected evidence, depending on their design.

Trust dimensions refer to the number of contexts that a RTMS can accommodate, and they
can be broadly categorized into single-dimension and multi-dimension approaches:

• Single-Dimension RTMS: In single-dimension RTMS, trust is evaluated and computed
based on a specific context or domain [43], [44]. The trustworthiness of an entity is
assessed solely within that defined context, meaning that the trust score does not carry
over to other contexts. These systems are particularly suitable when trust relationships
and evidence are highly specialized and not applicable outside the designated context.

• Multi-Dimension RTMS: These systems consider various aspects and contexts in
which trust is relevant, providing a more comprehensive evaluation of an entity’s
trustworthiness. By incorporating multiple dimensions, these RTMS [45] offer a more
holistic view of trust, enabling broader application of trust assessments across diverse
contexts. This approach allows entities to be evaluated more accurately, reflecting
their performance and reliability in different areas.

The choice between a single-dimension or multi-dimension approach depends on the specific
requirements and nature of the trust scenarios within a given system. While single-dimension
RTMS provide focused and specific trust evaluations within well-defined contexts, multi-
dimension RTMS can offer greater adaptability and coverage across a wide range of contexts.

2.3 Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks

A Peer-to-Peer (P2P) [46] network is a decentralized and distributed network architecture in
which individual nodes, called peers, collaborate and interact directly with each other to share
resources, data, or services without the need for a centralized server or intermediary. In a P2P
network, each node functions both as a client and a server, allowing direct communication
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and data exchange between peers. Unlike traditional client-server models, where a central
server facilitates communication and resource access for multiple clients, P2P networks rely
on the collective computing power and storage capacity of all participating nodes. Each
node in the network can act as both a provider and a consumer of resources, enabling a more
efficient and scalable approach to resource sharing. P2P networks have been widely utilized
for various applications [47], including file sharing [48], content distribution [49], real-time
communication [50], collaborative computing [51], and decentralized systems [52]. They offer
several advantages, such as increased resilience to failures, improved fault tolerance, better
load distribution, and reduced dependency on single points of failure.

The absence of a central authority in P2P networks makes them more resistant to censorship
and single points of control, making them suitable for applications that prioritize decentral-
ization, privacy, and data autonomy. However, managing trust and security in P2P networks
can be challenging due to the diverse nature of the participating peers and the need for
efficient mechanisms to evaluate and maintain trust relationships among them.

2.4 Blockchain and DLTs

Blockchain technology was initially introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2009 [53] as the
underlying mechanism of Bitcoin, as a solution to the double-spending problem. Concretely,
Blockchain can be defined as a replicated database (ledger) among the participants of a
peer-to-peer network (Figure 2.1) and managed by a consensus mechanism. Transactions are
packed into block units which are chronologically ordered and attached using cryptographic
hashes to ensure data integrity.

One of blockchain’s fundamental features is the distribution of the same ledger to all nodes
participating in the network. This approach ensures transparency and high availability
of data since each node possesses an identical copy of the ledger. Consequently, the
need for a centralized entity to maintain and validate the ledger is eliminated, enhancing
decentralization and trust within the system. To ensure the integrity of the ledger and
prevent conflicting versions of data, a consensus mechanism is employed. This mechanism
dictates that the majority of nodes must agree on the next block of data to be added to the
chain. By achieving consensus, the network can maintain a single, agreed-upon version of
the blockchain, eliminating potential discrepancies and ensuring the accuracy of transactions.
Several consensus mechanisms exist in blockchain technology, each with its own unique
characteristics and advantages. Some commonly used consensus mechanisms include Proof-
of-Work (PoW) [54], where nodes compete to solve complex mathematical puzzles to validate
transactions and add blocks to the chain [55]; Proof-of-Stake (PoS) [56], where validators
are selected based on the number of tokens they hold and are responsible for validating
transactions; and Proof-of-Authority (PoA) [57], where validators are pre-approved and
known identities within the network responsible for validating transactions and adding new
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blocks. Each of these consensus mechanisms brings different benefits and trade-offs in terms
of security, energy efficiency, scalability, and decentralization [58]. The choice of consensus
mechanism depends on the specific requirements and goals of the blockchain network being
implemented.

Bitcoin’s remarkable success as a global peer-to-peer network operating autonomously has
paved the way for a revolutionary class of distributed systems known as blockchain. However,
the growing popularity of this paradigm has led to a significant shift in the understanding of
what constitutes a blockchain. The proliferation of systems marketed as "blockchain" that
lack the core elements of the blockchain concept has led to a complex ecosystem within the
industry. In response to this, a broader term, "Distributed Ledger Technology" (DLT), has
emerged to encompass this category of projects that are heavily inspired by blockchain but
do not strictly adhere to its principles. DLT serves as a more inclusive term when referring
to these blockchain-like systems, acknowledging their similarities while acknowledging their
deviations from the traditional blockchain model.

Figure 2.1: Basic blockchain network

Types of Blockchain

Blockchain systems can be classified into three main types based on several criteria and their
usage in different application scenarios. These types are public, private, and consortium
blockchains :
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• Public Blockchains: Public blockchains [53] [59] [60] [61] offer an open and decentralized
platform that allows users from various organizations and backgrounds to participate.
Users can join the network, transact, mine, and perform read and write operations
on the blockchain without any restrictions. In permissionless blockchains, there are
no specific validators or pre-selected nodes; instead, all users can publish new blocks
by solving computationally expensive puzzles or staking their own cryptocurrency.
The blockchain’s openness and transparency enable anyone to maintain a copy of the
distributed ledger, making it secure and immutable. Additionally, public blockchains
are tamper-resistant because each transaction incurs a processing fee, discouraging
malicious attempts to alter the contents due to the high cost involved.

• Private Blockchains: Private blockchains [62] [63] [64] are designed to facilitate the
private sharing and exchange of data among a defined group of known members. Unlike
public blockchains, access to a private blockchain is restricted, and participation is
limited to pre-approved entities. This controlled environment allows for more efficient
and confidential transactions within the closed network. Private blockchains are often
adopted by organizations seeking to maintain data privacy while still benefiting from
the distributed ledger technology.

• Consortium Blockchains: Consortium blockchains [65] [66] represent a hybrid approach,
combining elements of both public and private blockchains. In a consortium blockchain,
no single organization controls the consensus process or block validation. Instead, a
set of pre-selected nodes, typically representing different organizations, collaboratively
handle these tasks. Consortium blockchains offer a more controlled and semi-private
environment, providing benefits such as increased efficiency and reduced transaction
costs compared to fully public blockchains. This type of blockchain is particularly
useful when multiple organizations need to work together while maintaining a certain
level of trust among the participants.

Smart contract

The Smart contract concept is one of the key innovations of Blockchain technology. The
concept was proposed even before its emergence by N. Szabo who first coined the term smart
contract and defined it as a “computerized transaction protocol that executes the terms of a
contract. The general objectives of smart contract design are to satisfy common contractual
conditions (such as payment terms, liens, confidentiality, and even enforcement), minimize
exceptions both malicious and accidental, and minimize the need for trusted intermediaries”
[67]. However, this objective was only truly concretized with the emergence of Blockchain
technology. Concretely, a smart contract is a deterministic executable script –written in a
high-level programming language– that codifies a given logic (e.g. a business logic) as a set
of instructions for manipulating the states recorded in Blockchain. The script’s clauses or
functions are invoked by external transactions and executed by the validators in the network.
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The execution result is then recorded in the blocks.

Blockchain’s smart contract capabilities can facilitate the automation of trust-related pro-
cesses, such as feedback collection, trust computation, and dissemination. Smart contracts
are self-executing contracts with predefined rules and conditions, allowing trust-related
interactions to be executed automatically once the specified criteria are met.

Consensus protocols

A consensus mechanism in the context of blockchain refers to the set of rules and protocols
implemented within a decentralized network of nodes to achieve agreement on the validity and
order of transactions and to maintain the integrity and consistency of the distributed ledger.
It is a crucial component of blockchain technology that ensures consensus among network
participants, who may be anonymous and untrusted, regarding the state of the blockchain.
The consensus mechanism establishes a mechanism for verifying and validating transactions,
resolving conflicts, and preventing malicious activities, allowing the network to achieve a
shared, immutable, and tamper-proof record of transactions that all participants agree upon.
Table 2.2 compare most known consensus mechanism used in blockchain networks.

Table 2.2: A comparison of consensus protocols

Network Model Adversarial model Adversary mode Fault
tolerance

Identity Model Safety Liveness Finality transaction
throughput

Type*

PBFT [68] Asynchronous Threshold Adversary NA f<n/3 Permissioned Strong Weak Absolute Very high Blockchain-like

RAFT [69] Asynchronous Crash-failure NA f<n/2 Permissioned Strong Weak Absolute Very high Blockchain-like

RIPPLE [70] Asynchronous Threshold Adversary Adaptive f<n/5 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute High Blockchain-like

STELLAR [71] Asynchronous Threshold Adversary Adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute Very High Blockchain-like

HONEYBADGER [72] Asynchronous Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissioned Strong Strong Absolute Very high Blockchain-like

POW [53] Partially-synchronous Threshold Adversary Strongly adaptive f<n/2 Permissionless Weak Strong Probabilistic Low Blockchain

BITCOIN-NG [73] Partially-synchronous Threshold Adversary Strongly adaptive f<n/2 Permissionless Weak Strong Probabilistic Very high Blockchain

BYZCOIN [74] Partially-synchronous Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute Very high Blockchain

GHOST [75] Partially-synchronous Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/2 Permissionless Weak Strong Probabilistic High Blockchain

CASPER FFG [76] Asynchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Weak Strong Probabilistic High Blockchain

CASPER TFG [76] Asynchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute High Blockchain

DPoS (EOS) [77] Partially-synchronous Stake Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Weak Strong Absolute High Blockchain-like

OUROBOROS [78] synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Middly adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Weak Strong Probabilistic High Blockchain

OUROBOROS
PRAOS

[79] Partially-synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Strongly adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless weak Strong Probabilistic High Blockchain

OUROBOROS
GENESIS

[80] Partially-synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Strongly adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Weak Strong Probabilistic High Blockchain

OUROBOROS
CHRONOS

[81] Partially synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Strongly adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless weak strong Probabilistic High Blockchain

TENDERMINT [82] Partially synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissioned Strong Weak Absolute High Blockchain-like

ALGORAND [83] Partially synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Strongly adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute High Blockchain

THUNDERELLA [84] Synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Middly adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute (Fast Path) Very high Blockchain-like

HOTSTUFF [85] Partially-synchronous Threshold Adversary Adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute Very high Blockchain-like

LIBRABFT [86] Partially synchronous Threshold Adversary Adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Absolute Very high Blockchain-like

SPECTRE [87] Partially synchronous Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Probabilistic High Blockchain-like

IOTA [88] Partially synchronous Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Probabilistic High Blockchain-like

HASHGRAPH [89] Asynchronous Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissioned Strong Weak Probabilistic Very high Blockchain-like

SNOW WHITE [90] Asynchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Strongly adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Weak Strong Probabilistic High Blockchain

AVALANCHE [91] Partially synchronous Stake Threshold Adversary Non adaptive f<n/3 Permissionless Strong Weak Probabilistic Very high Blockchain

f : is the faulty nodes or actors and n: is the total number of nodes that are coming to consensus.

2.4.1 An overview and classification of Blockchains and DLTs

During our exploration of the blockchain domain, we introduced the DCEA model, which
delineates DATA, Consensus, Execution, and Application, serving to differentiate blockchain
systems from other frameworks. This model establishes a structured and layered heteroge-
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neous stack catered for Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), which encompasses blockchain
and similar systems. From a design standpoint, our conceptual framework categorizes DLT
technologies into four fundamental and discrete layers: data, distributed consensus protocols
and network organization, execution, and application layers. Each layer plays a distinct and
defined role within the architecture of DLT. The application of the DCEA framework leads
to a two-dimension high-level taxonomy (blockchain and blockchain-like).

Presentation of DCEA framework

The framework consists of the DLTs components and their main properties (Table 2.3), with
logically related functions grouped together. This layering approach is aligned with the
DLT’s modular architecture. That is, it will help to provide a better understanding of DLTs,
and serves as a baseline to build a comparative analogy between different DLT variants.

Table 2.3: Layers and components of DCEA framework

Application Layer Integrability DLT orientation and purpose Wallet and identity management

Execution Layer
Execution

environment
Turing-completeness Determinism Openness Interoperability

Consensus Layer Safety Liveness Finality
Network

model

Failure

model

Adversary

model

Governance

model

Transaction

ordering

Conflict

resolution

Data Layer Data structure Data shareability Data immutability States storage

In the following, we introduce the four layers that form the DLT stack.

• Data Layer: handles the data flowing through the distributed network and stored in
the ledger. It includes entries recorded in the ledger, representing elements defined
by protocols or data received from external sources. The data can be stored on the
blockchain itself (on-chain storage) or in an auxiliary distributed database (off-chain
storage).

• Consensus layer: Defines the global software-defined ruleset to ensure agreement among
all participants, in a network, on a unified ledger. Consequently, this layer designates
the formal rules that govern the system.

• Execution layer: Represents the components responsible for enforcing and executing
distributed programs (e.g. smart contracts). Basically, these programs or contracts
codify a given logic (e.g. a business logic) as a set of instructions for manipulating the
states recorded in the ledger.

• Application layer: Represents an abstraction layer that specifies a variety of protocols
and APIs provided by the DLT system to enable the building of distributed applications
commonly called DApps. This layer also represents a communication link between the
external actors or applications and the code hosted on the DLT ledger.
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Based on the above layering, we propose a four-layered taxonomy (2.2), to categorize DLT
systems. At each layer, DLTs adopt different settings for DCEA properties defined in Table
2.3. Based on their combinations, at the four layers, we can define different DLT classes.

Figure 2.2: Layered taxonomy of DLT systems

2.4.2 The distinction between Blockchain and Blockchain-like systems

The distinction between Blockchain and Blockchain-like systems helps us to scope the targeted
services because multiple Blockchain-like systems don’t provide the required capabilities
(decentralization, transparency, etc.) offered by BTrust. To make the distinction possible,
we conducted a comprehensive survey [92] [93] [94] aims to provide an expanded and current
review and evaluation of existing blockchains and their variants, while establishing clear
boundaries between blockchain and blockchain-like systems. This has been achieved by de-
constructing DLTs system using the DCEA framework and evaluating the differences between
the two high-level taxons blockchain and the blockchain-like. After this deconstruction, we
observe that they share many common characteristics, as well as distinguishing properties as
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illustrated in Figure2.2.

Table 2.4: Distinctive settings of blockchain and blockchain-like in DCEA framework

Components and properties Blockchain Blockchain-like

Data Layer

Data structure Chain of block Chainless model

Shareability Global Restricted by design

States management On-chain Off-chain

Immutability Strong Weak

Consensus layer

Consensus identity model (membership) Permissionless Permissioned

Governance Democratic, Oligarchic Dictatorship, Oligarchic

Data ordering Decentralized and open Centralized or reserved

Execution layer

Conflict resolution Longest-chain/ No-Forks Longest-chain/No-Forks

Turing completeness Turing/Non-Turing complete Turing and Non-Turing complete

Openness Closed/Oracle-based Open/Oracle-based

Interoperability Non-interoperable/Interoperable Non-interoperable/Interoperable

Determinism Deterministic Non-deterministic

Execution environment and rules enforcement VM, Script runtimes VM, Script runtimes

Application layer

Integrability High, Medium, Low High, Medium, Low

DApp orientation DApps, Cryptocurrency DApps/ Cryptocurrency

Wallet management Built-in Built-in or External

Table 2.5 presents a summary comparing a substantial representative sample of DLTs, totaling
44 projects, implemented within the industry or introduced in recent research literature. The
comparison encompasses four key aspects: the composition within the DCEA framework,
operational scope, level of decentralization, and the higher taxonomic classification to which
each belongs. This comparison aids in understanding the diverse configurations of various
blockchain technologies when formulating the trust protocol. Additionally, it assists in
assessing the technical assumptions and the protocol’s applicability scope.
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Table 2.5: A summary table of comparison and analysis of the selected DLTs
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Æternity CoB G On S GHOST, Bitcoin-NG (for secu-
rity) and PoS (for governance
)

De Bl Randomly selected
miner

Lc Tc Op
(Built-
in
oracle)

Æternity VM Dc Sophia, Varna,
solidity

No Cy
and
DA

H Ge

Algorand CoB G On S Algorand Ol Ex Randomly selected
leader (stake weighted
election)

Nf NTc Is (OB) Algorand VM Dc TEAL No Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Ardor CoB (One
parent chain
with multiple
child chains)

G On S PoS Ol Bl Forging account (NXT
forging algorithm)

Lc NTc Op Deterministic Java
VM

Dc Java Yes (between child
chains)

Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Bigchaindb
2.0

HDS (a
database and
a CoB)

G On/Off W Tendermint Ol or
De

Ex Elected leader orders
transactions by arrival
time

Nf Nsp No DA M Bo

Bitcoin CoB G On S PoW An Bl
and
Ex

Randomly selected
miner

Lc NTc Is Script runtime Dc Bitcoin script-
ing, Miniscript

No Cy M Po

BitShares CoB G On S DPoS De Bl Elected Witness Lc NTc Is Bitshares runtime Dc C++ No Cy L So

Byzcoina Skipchain G On S Byzcoin An Ex Randomly selected
miner

Lc NTc Is Byzcoin runtime Dc Go No Cy L Ge

Cardano CoB G&R On S Ouroboros De Bl Randomly selected
leader

Lc Tc Is IELE VM Dc IELE and Plu-
tus

Yes (with cardano
sidechain)

Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Corda (R3) DDB G Off W RAFT, BFT-SMaRt or
KAFKA

Di, Ol
or De

Ex BFT-SMaRt dis-
tributed notary

Nf Tc Is (OB) Java VM NDc Kotlin, Java No DA H Bo

Cosmos CoB (Hub
and multiple
zones)

G&R On S Tendermint De
(with
Veto)

Bl Elected block producer Nf Tc Is WebAssembly VM Dc Wasm lan-
guages(cosmos
SDK)

Yes (Cross-chain In-
teroperability)

Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Decred CoB G On S PoW and PoS De Bl Randomly selected
miner

Lc NTc Is Script runtime Dc Modified bit-
coin scripting

No Cy L Po

Elrond SCoB
(Metachain
and shards)

G On S Secure PoS (variant of Algo-
rand )

De Bl Randomly selected pro-
poser

Lc Tc Is (OB) Elrond VM Dc IELE, Wasm
languages

Yes (between
Metachain and
shards)

Cy
and
DA

L Ge

EOS CoB G Off W Transactions-as-PoS Ol Bl Elected block producer Lc Tc Is (OB) WebAssembly VM Dc Wasm lan-
guages

Yes (with EOSYS
sidechain )

Cy
and
DA

H Ge

Ethereum
1.0

CoB G On S PoW (ETHASH) An Ex Randomly elected
miner

Lc Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM Dc Solidity, Vyper,
LLL, Julia

No Cy
and
DA

H Ge

Ethereum
Enterprise

CoB G&R On W PoA, RAFT or IBFT Di, Ol
or De

Ex Elected leader Lc Tc Is Ethereum VM Dc EVM languages No DA H Bo

Exonum
Enterprise

CoB G & R On S Exonum protocol Di, Ol
or De

Bl Predefined leader Nf Tc Op
(Built-
in
oracle)

Java VM and Rust
runtime

NDc Java, Rust Yes (one way with
Bitcoin)

DA M Bo

Elastos CoB (main
chain and
sidechains)

G On S DPoS and POW (merged min-
ing with Bitcoin)b

De Bl Randomly elected
miner

Lc Tc Is CAR runtime,
EVM (Ethereum
Sidechain) ,
NEOVM(NEO
sidechain)

Dc C++, Java,
Swift,
JavaScript,
Golang, solid-
ity

Yes (Sidechains can
transact with each
other)

Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Filecoin CoB G On S Proofs-of-Spacetime Ol Bl Elected leader (using
Expected Consensus
(EC))

Lc/
Hcc

Tc Is FilecoinVM Dc Golang Nod DA H DSo

Hashgraph DAG
(Transaction-
based DAG)

G&R On W Hashgraph Ol Bl Fair ordering via Con-
sensus Time Stamping

Nf Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM Dc EVM languages Yes (with Hyper-
ledger Fabric)

Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Hyperledger
fabric

HDS G&R Off W PBFT Ol or
De

Ex Ordering service node Nf Tc Op Java VM and
Nodejs runtime

Dc Go, JavaScript No DA H Bo

IOTA DAG
(Transaction-
based DAG)

G On W IOTA Ol Ex End-user and coordina-
tor node

Hb Nsp (Qubic a smart contract protocol is under development)e Yes (with Hyper-
ledger Fabric)

Cy M IoT

Lisk CoB
(Main and
sidechains)

G On S DPoS De Bl Elected leader Lc Tc Is NodeJs runtime Dc JavaScript No Cy
and
DA

H Ge

Multichain CoB G&R On/Off W Mutlichain protocol (variant of
PBF)

Ol Ex Predefined leader Lc Multichain do not support smart contracts No DA L Ge

NEO CoB G&R On S DBFT (Delegated Byzantine
Fault Tolerance)

Ol, De Bl
and
Ex

Elected leader Nf Tc Is (OB) NeoVM Dc .NET and
JVM languages
(Java, Kotlin)

Yes (Between
private blockchains
connected to NEO)

Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Omniledgerf SCoB G On/Off S ByzCoinX (Variant of Byzcoin) Ns Ns Randomly elected
leader

Nf Not supported Yes (with its
shards)

- - Ge

Parity sub-
strate

CoB G&R On W Pluggable consensus (Hybrid
PBFT, Aurand, Rhododen-
dron, Shaft, ouroboros, PoW)

Ol Bl Depends on the chosen
consensus mechanism

Nf Tc Is WebAssembly VM Dc WASM lan-
guages

Yes (with Polkadot) DA H Bo

Polkadot
(Relay
chain)

CoB (relay
chain)g

G On S GRANDPA and BABE (PoS) De Bl Randomly elected
leader

Lc Tc Is WebAssembly VMh Dc WASM lan-
guages

Yes (Cross-chains
interoperability)

Cy
and
DA

H Io

Quorum CoB G&R On W IBFT or RAFT or Clique POA Di, Ol
or De

Ex Elected leader Nf Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM Dc EVM languages No DA H Ge

Qutum CoB G On S PoS De Bl Elected leader Lc Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM and
X86 VM

Dc EVM lan-
guages, C,
C++, Rust,
Python

Yes (Atomic swap
with bitcoin)

Cy
and
DA

Hign Ge

Ripple DDB (chain
of ledgers
stored as
key-value)

G On S Ripple (FBA) Ol Ex Validating nodes con-
verge toward a canon-
ical order

Nf NTc Is Built-in specialized
payment types

Dc JavaScript No Cy M Po

Rootstock CoB G On S POW (merged mining with Bit-
coin)

Ol Bl Randomly selected
miner

Lc Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM Dc EVM languages Yes (with bitcoin) Cy
and
DA

L Ge

Steem CoB G On S DPoS De Bl Elected leader Lc Not supported Cy L So

Stellar DDB (chain
of ledgers
stored as
key-value)

G On S Stellar (FBA) Ol Ex Validating nodes (using
transactions sequence
number)

Nf NTc Is Stellar runtime Dc Java,
JavaScript,
Go

Yes (Atomic
swap with other
blockchains)

Cy Hign Po

Sia CoB G On S PoW An Ex Randomly elected
miner

Lc Not supported No DA M DSo

Stratis CoB (Main
chain and
sidechains)

G On S PoA or PoS Ol Ex Randomly elected
miner

Lc Tc Is .NER runtime Dc .Net languages
(e.g C#)

Yes (with its
sidechains and with
bitcoin)

Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Nano DAG (block-
lattice)

G On S Open Representative Voting
(ORV) (based on DPoS)

Ol Bl Users (Sender and re-
cipient)

Nfi Not supported No Cy L Ge

Tezos CoB G On S DPoS (Liquid PoS) and Emmy De Bl Elected miner Lc Tc Is (OB) Tezos interpreter Dc Michelson No Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Wanchain CoB G&R On S PoS De Bl Elected miner Lc Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM Dc EVM languages Yes (Cross-Chain
Communication
Protocol)

Cy
and
DA

L Io

Waves CoB G On S Waves-NG (PoS based on
Bitcoin-NG)

An Bl Elected miner (PoS) Lc NTc Is (OB) Waves runtime Dc Rideon Yes (Atomic
swap with other
blockchains)

Cy
and
DA

L Ge

Zilliqa SCoB G On S PBFT and POW (Ethash) De Bl Elected leader Nf Tc Is (OB) Zilliqa VM Dc Scilla No Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Libra (Face-
book)

DDB G On W LibraBFT Ol Ex Elected leader Nf Tc Is Libra VM Dc Move No Cy M Po

Artis CoB G On S HoneyBadgerBFT Ol Bl Correct nodes Nf Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM Dc EVM languages Yes (with
Ethereum)

DA M Ge

VeChain CoB G On S PoA Ol Bl Elected leader (de-
terministic pseudo-
random process )

Lc Tc Is (OB) Ethereum VM Dc EVM languages No Cy
and
DA

M Ge

Red Belly CoB G On S DBFT Democratic BFT Ns Ns Elected proposers Nf NTc Is Script runtime Dc Bitcoin-like
scripting

No Cy L Ge
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LEGEND :
CoB: Chain of blocks, SCoB: Sharded Chain of blocks, DDB: Distributed database, HDS: Hybrid data structure
G: Global, S: Strong, R: Restricted, W: Weak, Cy: Cryptocurrency, DA: DApps, Ol: Oligarchic, De: Democratic,
An: Anarchic, Di: Dictatorship
Bl: Built-in, Ex: External, Ns: Not specified, Nsp: Not supported, Nf: No forks, Lc: Longest chain, Hb: Heaviest
branch, Hc: Heaviest chain,
Op: Open, Is: Isolated, OB: Oracle-based, Dc: Deterministic, NDc: Non-Deterministic, H: High, M: Medium, L:
Low, Ge: General.
Bo: Business-oriented, Po: Payment-oriented, So: Service-oriented, DSo: Decentralized storage-oriented, IOT:
IOT-oriented, Io: Interoperability-oriented

a Based on the implementation available on https://github.com/dedis/cothority/tree/master/byzcoin
b Elastos sidechains can have any consensus mechanism
c Filecoin gives weight to blocks that offer more storage power
d Filecoin ensures interoperability between different implementations of Filecoin protocol.
e https://qubic.iota.org
f Based on the minimalistic implementation available on https://github.com/dedis/student_18_byzcoin
g Parachains can have their own data structure
h Parachains are individual chains with their own runtime logic.
i In Nano, each user maintains its own DAG and a balance-weighted voting system is used to handle conflicting

transactions.

2.5 Integration of Blockchain in reputation-based trust man-
agement systems (RTMS)

Traditional RTMS often face challenges such as centralized control, a lack of transparency,
and a vulnerability to manipulation. The integration of blockchain technology offers a
promising solution to address these limitations and enhance the effectiveness of RTMS.

• Decentralization and Consensus: One of the key advantages of blockchain in RTMS
is its decentralized nature. By utilizing a distributed network of nodes, blockchain
eliminates the need for a central authority, making the trust management system more
resilient and resistant to single points of failure. The consensus mechanism employed by
blockchain ensures that trust-related data is agreed upon by the network participants,
further enhancing trustworthiness.

• Immutability and Transparency: Blockchain’s inherent immutability ensures that once
data is recorded on the blockchain, it cannot be altered or tampered with. This property
is particularly valuable in RTMS, as it prevents malicious actors from manipulating
reputation scores or feedback. Additionally, the transparent nature of blockchain
allows all network participants to access and verify the integrity of trust-related data,
promoting accountability and trust among peers.

• Trustworthiness Verification: Blockchain enables the verification of trust-related infor-
mation through cryptographic techniques. Reputation scores, feedback, and transaction
histories can be securely stored on the blockchain, allowing peers to independently
verify the trustworthiness of their counterparts. This verifiability strengthens the

https://github.com/dedis/cothority/tree/master/byzcoin
https://qubic.iota.org
https://github.com/dedis/student_18_byzcoin
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credibility of the RTMS and promotes trust in the network.

• Smart Contracts and Incentives: Smart contracts, programmable code deployed on the
blockchain, can be leveraged in RTMS to automate trust management processes. These
contracts can define rules and conditions for reputation scoring, feedback validation,
and dispute resolution. Additionally, blockchain-based RTMS can introduce incentive
mechanisms, such as token rewards or reputation-based incentives, to encourage honest
behavior and discourage malicious activities.

The integration of blockchain technology in RTMS presents a paradigm shift in trust
management, providing enhanced security, transparency, and reliability in P2P networks. By
leveraging the decentralized and immutable nature of blockchain, trust-related information
can be securely stored and verified, promoting a more trustworthy and resilient network
ecosystem.

2.6 Background on GNN

2.6.1 Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [95] are a class of deep learning models specifically designed
to process and analyze data structured as graphs. A graph consists of nodes (also known
as vertices) and edges (also known as links or connections) that represent the relationships
between nodes. GNNs leverage the inherent structure of graphs to learn and infer information
about the nodes and their relationships, making them a powerful tool for various tasks in
different domains.

The concept of GNNs can be traced back to the late 2000s, but their popularity and
advancements surged with the development of more sophisticated architectures and training
techniques [96]. They were introduced as a response to the limitations of Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) [97], which struggled to achieve optimal results in scenarios involving
arbitrary graph sizes and complex structures. The fundamental idea behind GNNs is to
allow nodes to aggregate and exchange information with their neighboring nodes iteratively,
propagating and refining this information across the entire graph. At the core of a GNN is the
message-passing mechanism, where each node receives messages from its neighbors, aggregates
them, and uses the aggregated information to update its own representation. This process
is performed iteratively over multiple layers, enabling the network to capture complex and
high-level patterns in the graph data. The architecture and processing procedures of a typical
and basic Graph Neural Network (GNN) involve several steps (see Figure 2.3). Firstly, GNN
selects neighbors with a certain strategy. Then, an aggregate function is applied to extract
information around the central node. Finally, the aggregated information passes through a
neural network to undergo a nonlinear transformation. The output represents the updated
representation of the central node. Different GNN architectures have been proposed,[98]
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which implement different flavors of message passing[99] [100],started by recursive [101] or
convolutional constructive [98] approaches

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the architecture of a Graph Neural Network (GNN).

GNNs have proven to be highly effective in various applications, including social network
analysis, recommendation systems, drug discovery, computer vision, and natural language
processing. Their ability to handle non-Euclidean data and capture relational dependencies
makes them well-suited for problems involving graphs and structured data.

However, GNNs also present challenges, such as scalability to large graphs, over-smoothing
of node representations, and the need for careful handling of graph irregularities and noise.
Researchers continue to explore and develop novel architectures, training techniques, and
regularization methods to address these challenges and further improve the performance of
GNNs.

2.6.2 Edge Graph Neural Networks (EGNNs):

EGNN [102], or Edge Graph Neural Network, is a novel framework for a family of graph
neural network models that aims to better utilize edge features in graph learning tasks.
Current state-of-the-art neural network models designed for graph learning, such as graph
convolutional networks (GCN) [103] and graph attention networks (GAT) [104], often
inadequately leverage edge features, especially multidimensional edge features. The EGNN
framework addresses this limitation by introducing several key innovations.

Firstly, EGNN uses doubly stochastic normalization of graph edge features, deviating from the
commonly used row or symmetric normalization approaches in current graph neural networks.
This normalization technique allows for better utilization of edge features across network
layers. Secondly, EGNN introduces new formulas for the operations in each individual
layer to handle multidimensional edge features effectively. This enables the incorporation
of rich and diverse edge information into the graph neural network models. Thirdly, the
proposed framework ensures that edge features are adaptive across network layers, enhancing
the ability of the models to learn from evolving edge information. Lastly, EGNN encodes
edge directions using multidimensional edge features, enabling the modeling of directional
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Original GNN architecture Proposed EGNN architecture

Figure 2.4: Schematic illustration of the proposed EGNN architecture (right), compared
with the original GNN architecture (left). Figure from the original paper.

relationships within the graph.

EGNN is applied to various graph learning tasks, including graph node classification on
citation networks, whole graph classification, and regression on molecular datasets. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that EGNN outperforms current state-of-the-art methods, such
as GCNs and GAT, emphasizing the significance of effectively utilizing edge features in graph
neural networks.

2.7 Attention Mechanism in GNNs

In recent years, attention mechanisms [105] have emerged as powerful tools in various machine
learning tasks, including natural language processing and computer vision. Attention allows
the model to focus on specific parts of the input, giving more weight to relevant information.
The idea of attention has also been successfully applied to GNN, enhancing their ability to
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capture important graph structures and improve performance in various graph-related tasks.

The attention mechanism in GNNs enables the network to assign different weights to the
neighboring nodes or edges during information aggregation. This allows the GNN to dynami-
cally learn the importance of different parts of the graph while processing node representations.
By leveraging attention, the GNN can effectively capture the most informative and relevant
features, leading to more accurate and robust predictions.

In the context of GNNs, attention can be applied in different ways. One common approach is
to use self-attention, where each node learns its attention weights based on its own features.
This allows the node to selectively attend to its neighbors and adjust the importance of their
contributions. The attention mechanism can be formulated as follows:

For node i in layer l:

αl
i = softmax

LeakyReLU

W1x
l
i +W2

∑
j∈N (i)

xl−1
j


where xl

i represents the hidden state of node i in layer l, N (i) denotes the set of neighboring
nodes of node i, W1 and W2 are learnable weight matrices, and LeakyReLU is the activation
function.

Another approach is graph attention, where attention weights are learned for both the nodes
and their corresponding edges. The attention mechanism can be formulated as follows:

For edge (i, j) in layer l:

αl
ij = softmax

(
LeakyReLU

(
W1x

l
i +W2x

l
j +W3e

l−1
ij

))
where el−1

ij represents the edge features between node i and j in layer l − 1, and W1, W2,
and W3 are learnable weight matrices.

These attention weights can then be used to aggregate the information from neighboring
nodes or edges, allowing the GNN to adaptively focus on important features and relationships
within the graph. This mechanism facilitates more effective information aggregation and
improves the GNN’s ability to capture relevant graph structures, leading to improved
performance in a wide range of graph-based tasks.

2.8 Integration of GNN in RTMS

GNNs have demonstrated remarkable capabilities in modeling graph-structured data and
capturing intricate patterns and dependencies. By leveraging GNNs, reputation trust
management systems can benefit from improved accuracy, robustness, and adaptability in
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trust evaluation.

The integration of GNNs in reputation trust management systems brings several advantages:

• Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) can effectively capture both network structure and
node attributes, enabling a comprehensive representation of trust relationships. This
allows for a more accurate assessment of trustworthiness, considering both local and
global contexts within the network [106].

• GNNs excel at handling the dynamic nature of networks. As trust relationships evolve
over time, GNNs can adaptively update the trust assessments by leveraging temporal
and sequential information. This dynamic modeling capability allows reputation trust
management systems to reflect the evolving trust dynamics in real-time, enhancing the
system’s responsiveness and adaptability [107].

• GNNs enable the incorporation of multidimensional edge features into trust evaluations.
By considering diverse edge attributes, such as trust ratings, transaction history, and
social connections, GNN-based reputation trust management systems can provide a
more nuanced and accurate assessment of trustworthiness. This approach facilitates a
comprehensive understanding of trust relationships and mitigates the limitations of
relying solely on node-level information [108].

• GNNs can improve the resilience of reputation trust management systems against ma-
licious entities. By capturing patterns of malicious behaviors and detecting anomalies,
GNNs enable more effective identification and isolation of untrustworthy entities. This
enhancement contributes to the security and reliability of the system, making it more
robust against various forms of attacks [109].

2.9 Conclusion

In conclusion, this chapter has provided the necessary background and highlighted the
significant benefits of integrating blockchain and GNN in RTMS. The discussion emphasized
how blockchain’s decentralized and tamper-proof nature can facilitate the secure storage
and computation of trust-related data. Furthermore, GNNs were shown to be effective
in leveraging this data to learn and infer trust scores for network peers. The synergistic
combination of these technologies has the potential to revolutionize trust management in
P2P networks, offering improved scalability, transparency, and resistance against malicious
activities. The insights gained from this chapter serve as a foundation for the subsequent
chapters, which will delve into the design, implementation, and evaluation of a novel trust
management system. This system will harness the power of blockchain and GNNs to
enhance trustworthiness and security in P2P networks, contributing to the advancement of
decentralized trust management solutions.
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3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present the innovative trust protocol known as BTrust, which leverages
blockchain technology to establish trustworthiness in large-scale P2P networks. We begin by
providing an overview of the related work, including a comparison with existing blockchain
based reputation trust management systems (BRTSM) and traditional approaches. Next,
we delve into the details of the BTrust protocol, explaining its underlying architecture and
algorithms. Moreover, we describe the optimized trustless bootstrapping process incorporated
in the protocol, which enables the selection of trustworthy peers from neighboring peers.
Additionally, we discuss the incentive mechanism designed to encourage truthful feedback.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the BTrust protocol, we have conducted simulations, which
demonstrate its resilience to failures and robustness against malicious nodes

3.2 Related work and comparative analysis

In this section, we explore the existing literature and underline the necessity of adopting
BRTMS to enhance the security of P2P resource-sharing networks. Since in this thesis
we present two versions of the RTMS protocol BTrust, one utilizing blockchain technology
(BTrust) and its evolved form incorporating GNN (GBTrust), the related work is divided
into two distinct sections, one focusing on the integration of blockchain in RTMS and the
other on the integration of GNN alongside blockchain for RTMS. This later will be discussed
in chapter 4, section 4.3.

3.2.1 BRTMS State of the art

Thanks to its promising features, Blockchain has been investigated intensively by the research
community to build new trust management systems. Dennis and Owen [110] presented one
of the early BRTMS. They proposed a reputation system to store reputation from completed
transactions on a new Blockchain network in which transactions are validated by Bitcoin
miners using merged mining. They propose a simple schema, where after receiving the correct
file, the user sends an encrypted transaction consisting of the reputation score. This score is
calculated using a single-dimensional reputation based on the non-satisfactory transactions
in which the user received the file they requested. To reduce malicious transactions on the
network, they propose a proof-of-stake system, where a user with a low, or no reputation,
stakes a small amount of currency (Bitcoins) into a triple signed wallet. However, the use of
Bitcoin as a validation network would cause important latency since Bitcoin takes up to 10
minutes to process each block [111] and there is no guarantee that reputation transactions
will be mined sequentially in order because miners are free to choose which transaction to
validate. Another issue is the ability of a single user to generate multiple identities and
promote his reputation since they link the indemnity creation of an identity to the IP address
of a user. Moreover, the approach adopted for selecting the peers from which the user will
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download the file is insecure. The choice of the source depends on the friend’s peer reputation,
thus malicious nodes could focus their activity on proposing friendship to the newly joining
peers and impacting the computation of other peers’ reputations. Furthermore, operating
this solution on a large scale is unpractical since each peer has to operate a resource-expensive
full Bitcoin node. These properties make it unlikely that a network with a high amount of
low resourced users, such as IoT devices, would implement this reputation system.

Another BRTMS targeting resource sharing in P2P networks is presented in [112]. The
authors proposed a multi-level reputation scoring system for a Cluster Of Non-Dedicated
Interoperating Kernels (Clondike). In a Clondike system, each participating user contributes
computing performance of their machines and uses the computing performance of the other
workstations for his computing. In such systems, there is a need for an RTMS to ensure fair
usage of resources among all nodes of an inter-organisation cluster, as well as to identify and
eliminate nodes that tend to overuse resources of the whole cluster and do not contribute
by their computation resources or contribute by false results. To achieve these goals, they
base the trust system on a relation between a node and the system instead of building
an interpreted trust based on the feedback of other nodes. Instead of trusting reputation
data that single nodes exchange, each node interprets behaviour data, which is stored in a
blockchain, with its strategy. This approach presents some drawbacks. The reputation is
built only on positive feedback (kudos), therefore peers cannot rate the bad behaviour of their
counterparts and this bad behaviour is not logged into the blockchain. Moreover, the authors
did not experiment with their BRTMS on a large-scale network to prove its scalability, since
they experimented on a 3 node cluster both 2 fair nodes successfully penalized an abusive
one.

In [113], a Proof-of-Trust (PoT) consensus protocol for enhancing data validation and account-
ability in crowdsourcing services is proposed. The authors introduced a hybrid blockchain
architecture, based on a consortium blockchain acting as the underlying deployment network,
while a public blockchain is used to ensure validation for the novel consensus protocol. The
proposed PoT selects transaction validators to validate collected data based on their trust
values while leveraging RAFT leader election [114] and Shamir’s secret sharing algorithms
[115]. The consortium is connected to the public blockchain through a set of gateways. Each
consortium member has a consortium ledger management node and a gateway node. The
gateway nodes are situated in a demilitarized zone (DMZ), providing isolation of the private
consortium network from the open Internet environment. However, with the limited number
of gateways, there is a risk of disconnection of the consortium network from the public
blockchain, if the gateways are down or under DoS attack. Consequently, such disconnection
will break the consensus within the network.

In [116], the authors proposed a BRTMS for the Autonomous System (ASes). The proposed
BRTMS is devoted to evaluating network providers based on their adherence to Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) regarding interconnection agreements. The method used to calculate
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reputation is defined by a pre-agreed and publicly known scoring function and the results are
written in a private Blockchain. They propose the use of SLA scores, which are quantified
using a smart contract, for helping ASes choose their business partners. They introduce a fair
scoring protocol that allows the scores to be deterministically computed from measurements
of forwarding performance. The protocol requires each SLA score to be written on the
blockchain and achieves privacy preservation by adopting an order-preserving encryption
mechanism.

In [117] the authors argue that Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) can be leveraged to
create and manage the trust relationship between peers in a decentralized manner. They
propose the LegIoT framework, which utilizes a DLT to store, manage and process trust
information, enabling mutually distrusting parties to participate in a network.

In [118], authors leveraged the IoT with Ethereum’s Blockchain to provide a reputation-based
monetization system for IoT data, whose quality is ensured for consumers through reviews
and ratings. They proposed a publish-subscribe model based on smart contracts, whereby
a data owner shares information about the topics and subscribers make deposits, consume
data and rate the service quality.

In [119], Bitcoin blockchain was proposed to be used as a public platform to manage the
trust for decentralized sensor networks, as well as for logging nodes activities. These logs are
then used as an indication of a node behaviour and thus a basis from which to compute the
node trust score.

In [120], the authors introduced a distributed credit-based Blockchain system with a built-in
reputation mechanism. They proposed a distributed ledger –obligation chain– for storing
obligations of commitments. The service provider checks the obligation chain and the
payment chain (Bitcoin blockchain) to assess the credibility of the obligation issuer by relying
on the credit history of consumers and their ability to pay off their obligations.

3.3 Reputation and trust management in BTrust

In this section, we provide an overview of the various components that constitute the BTrust
protocol within a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network. We will discuss the smart contracts employed,
the trust factors considered, the trust metrics utilized, the BTrust algorithms employed, and
the selection of neighboring peers. These components play crucial roles in the functioning
and effectiveness of the BTrust model, enabling it to accurately evaluate and establish trust
relationships among peers in the P2P network. By understanding these components and their
interactions, we gain insights into the inner workings of the BTrust system, its mechanisms
for trust assessment, and its selection of neighboring peers.
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3.3.1 BTrust components

In our model we envision a P2P network, which involves the following entities (Figure 3.6)
playing various roles:

• Network operator (NO) : An NO is a community-based entity operating a service-
oriented network. The NO is responsible for the initialization, provisioning and updating
of BTrust agents (fig 3.1), and for establishing the first nodes in the network. The NO
is also responsible for deploying and updating the different BTrust smart contracts.
We envision NO as a decentralized entity operating similarly to the maintainers of
Blockchain (BC) projects such as Ethereum or Bitcoin.

• Certificate Authority (CA) The CA is an entity providing valid identities and
certificates for the members of the blockchain network. All the actions of the CA
(Creation, Validation, Revocation, etc.) are recorded transparently in the blockchain.

• Blockchain for reputation (BC) The BC acts as a shared database for storing
reputation and computing feedback data. We assume that the BC can store transparent
and immutable data as well as execute smart contracts. In BTrust the underlying BC
can be either public, private, permissioned or permissionless.

• BTrust agent (TA) Every peer-to-peer node hosts an agent that maintains the BTrust
protocol rules and evaluates the security of the device through interactions with built-in
security tools. This agent ensures the communication between the peers and between a
peer and the different BTrust smart contracts (Reputation, Patch, Access control and
Identification). The TA also manages peer security by regularly communicating with a
patch distribution server to identify new security patch information and assesses the
peer based on its adherence to patching compliance activities.

• The device manufacturer (DM) The DM is the entity that creates each device. The
DM securely installs in each device the bootstrapping credentials (e.g. the endorsement
key) needed for the Remote attestation.

• Patch distribution server (PDR) A PDR is an entity that informs and communi-
cates to BTrust agents (Patch clients in this case) security patches available for each
device using a patch distribution protocol. The PDR manages a patch DB which is
updated by the network operator and by security vendors.

• Remote attestation server (RAS): Remote attestation [121] is a security mechanism
that enables a remote entity (the verifier) to authenticate the integrity of a system or
application running on another machine (the prover or attester). In simpler terms, it
allows for remote verification of whether a device or software has been tampered with or
is trustworthy. The RAS oversees the entire attestation process (3.2). It maintains all
the necessary proofs for validating the integrity of devices (such as BIOS or bootloader
integrity, along with other system measurements) and evaluates the trustworthiness
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Figure 3.1: An overview of BTrust agent (TA) structure

of the remote attestation client. In BTrust, remote attestation isn’t performed on
demand; rather, the BTrust agent, acting as the prover, periodically measures and
securely records its own hardware and software state, transmitting this information to
the RAS.

– (or attester): The BTrust agent in our scenario, who serves as the prover, is
responsible for gathering evidence about the device state, such as software versions
and hardware configurations. It then generates a cryptographic proof using a
challenge provided by the verifier.

– Verifier (RAS): The Remote Attestation Service (RAS) serves as a server that
facilitates the verification process. It is deployed and operated by the Network
Operator (NO) and performs the following tasks:

∗ Generating challenges for the prover.

∗ Validating the proofs sent by the attester.

∗ Communicating the results (trusted/untrusted) to third parties, such as other
devices in the network, upon request.

• Device owner (DO) A DO is the person or entity that physically owns the device
and is ultimately responsible for that device and how it is being used. The DO is
responsible for onboarding his devices, as well as for transferring ownership of his
device to another individual or entity. A device may have only one owner at any given
time.
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Figure 3.2: Remote attestation protocol

• The device user (DU) A DU is the individual or entity that uses a device. In
BTrust’s network, the DU (or the DO) is represented by his or her cryptographic
credentials (an address and public key pairs).

3.3.2 BTrust smart contracts

To perform its different roles, BTrust relies on four different smarts contracts:

• Reputation smart contract (RSC) Builds the trust graph, capturing the relation-
ships among peers, and logs the trust of each peer in the network. Besides, it manages
the peers’ feedback and the incentivisation process (3.3).

• Identification smart contract (ISC) Manages the identification and enrolment
of the peers, device owners and users as well as the remote attestation. Device
identification includes information about a device (the device profile) that helps the
patch server send appropriate patches to the BTrust client when new patches are
available in a patch DB (3.4).

• Access control smart contract (ASC) Determines the access rules defined by the
DO. Each DO defines an access control policy for their devices, otherwise, a default
policy is applied. In BTrust, we provide a transpiler that transpiles access control
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Figure 3.3: A simplified example of
RSC

Figure 3.4: A simplified example of
ISC

policies written in Alfa or XACML language into smart contract code in Ethereum
smart contracts or Hyperledger Fabric chaincode [122].

• Patch and security smart contract (PSSC) Provides the security patches and
evaluates if the recommended patches have been applied; stores the evaluation of the
security assessment of a device sent by the BTrust agent (3.5).

The ISC, RSC and PSSC smart contracts are developed, deployed and upgraded solely by
the NO, whereas the ASC can be defined and deployed by the device owner or the NO. In
order to utilise BTrust, we assume that the device should have (1) sufficient performance for
the required public-key cryptographic operations, (2) a sufficient energy supply to perform
the required operations, (3) enough non-volatile storage space to store the blockchain data
and cryptographic keys, and (4) hardware features to support remote attestation. If the
device lacks the last feature a software-based attestation [123] mechanism can be used.
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Figure 3.5: A simplified example of PSSC

Before joining the network, on-device attestation keys (Endorsement Key) are injected into
the device during the manufacturing process and signed by the NO or the CA. The device’s
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) signs the PCRs (Platform Configuration Registers), and
registers for securely maintaining measurements inside the TPM with various attestation
Identity keys(AIKs) that it generates. The BTrust agent extends the PCRs at runtime by
writing a hash code into them. We consider that at any point in time, the number of active
peers may be different, and not known in advance.

3.3.3 Trust factors

In BTrust, a peer’s trustworthiness is defined by a combination of the evaluation of the peer
it receives from other peers in the past, alongside behavioural monitoring and detection
of abnormal activities. In developing BTrust, we consider four important factors for such
evaluation:

• The feedback a peer obtains from other peers;
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Figure 3.6: A simplified overview of interactions workflow between the entities in BTrust
architecture

• The total number of transactions that a peer performs;

• The security assessment of a peer for discriminating vulnerable devices from less or
secure ones; and

• The user’s behaviour.

Peers feedback : In BTrust, trust is based on feedback gained directly and indirectly
from other peers, and the total trust score is calculated based in part on the average of all
recommendations, weighted by the trust degrees of the other peers.
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Number of transactions : The transaction volume is an important factor that reflects
the degree of satisfaction among different peers. We consider the ratio of the total amount
of satisfactory transactions received over the total number of transactions received by a peer
from another peer.

The user’s behaviour : BTrust aggregates user data from a set of devices to build a
reputation score for the users, creating the possibility of tracking a user’s behaviour across
many devices. At each device, the behaviour is evaluated based on the log of successful and
failed events for the services managed by the blockchain using smart contracts. For example,
BTrust monitors and evaluates the user behaviour based on three major services:

• Integrity and attestation services: Since devices and their system software can be
replaced by malicious users or a device owner, BTrust relies on the Remote attestation
(RA) technique, to detect compromised entities. Such that, each device’s identity is
primarily attested before the device can access a network and afterwards the device is
periodically assessed and attested to ensure its integrity.

• Financial transactions: A user can be evaluated regarding their financial transaction
records. For instance, a malicious user could try to perform a double-spending attack
or launch a DDoS (Distributed Denial of service) attack on the network with malicious
transactions.

• Access control service: The user’s access activity whether for his own resources or
those owned by others is evaluated. If the user access activity deviates from the rules
defined by the access control smart contract, he is deemed suspicious and thus the peer
reputation.

It is worth noting that other aspects can be considered to evaluate user behaviour such as
Spamming activity or behavioural patterns. For simplicity, we choose to adopt only the
three aforementioned services.

The security assessment of the device : We cannot evaluate the trust of a device
without considering its security assessment. In this regard, BTrust attempts to determine
the security status of a device either through behavioural monitoring, detection of abnormal
activities or compliance to required security policies which are updated regularly by the NO
(patching security issues, updating vulnerable systems and software, etc.). To conduct the
security assessment, each peer is equipped with a BTrust agent (fig 3.1), which interacts with
a locally hosted anomaly-based IDS (intrusion detection system) to detect anomalies, gather
evidence and communicate this information to the RSC to adjust the peer’s trust score. The
agents also evaluate the compliance of each peer to the security rules and guidelines defined
by the NO.
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Figure 3.7: An overview of the interactions between devices, users and smart contracts in
BTrust

3.3.4 General trust metrics

After discussing the importance of the trust parameters involved in BTrust, we formalize
the BTrust parameters and present the formula we adopted to compute the trust for each
parameter.

P2P networks are decentralized, BTrust builds a virtual trust overlay on top of these networks.
Figure 3.9 shows a trust overlay network. BTrust network is modelled as a directed edge-
weighted graph G = (V,E), where each vertex describes a node in the network, and directed
edges are the feedback between peers. We associate a weight to the edges for both directions
to express the local trust between the source and the destination peers. To model the
peer-to-peer interactions, we assume that peers exchange and rate exchanged transactions.
For example, peers can exchange blockchain information (such as block headers) and rate
the quality of received data.

In the graph G, the local trust value, a peer accords to others is indicated by the weight
of the outgoing edge from the node, whereas the weight of the in-going edges to a peer
represents the local trust received from other peers as depicted in figure 3.9. Thus, the
directed edge P to Q reflects how much P trusts Q. Let Tr(P ) denote the trust score for
peer P . The formula is defined in (3.1) and involves the following parameters:

• GT (P ) the global trust value of peer P ;
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• T (P,Q) the total number of transactions sent by peer Q to P

• UB(P ) the user’s behaviour score

• ST (P ) the security assessment score for peer P .

Tr(i) = α ∗ (GT (i) ∗ UB(i)) + β ∗ (ST (i)) (3.1)

The coefficients α and β are normalized weight factors that serve to adjust the global trust
value. The product between the global trust of a peer and the user behavior score enables a
nuanced evaluation of trust, accounting for their interaction and relative magnitudes, thus
adjusting the overall trust even in scenarios where one factor is low or zero. This approach
anticipates that an insecure user within a trusted peer network holds a similar weight as
an untrusted peer used by a trustworthy user, ensuring a comprehensive assessment of
trustworthiness.

The adopted trust formula consists of two parts. The first part reflects the degree of trust
that other peers have in the subject peer, based on their past experiences, and the second
part assesses the security situation of a given peer, reflecting its likelihood of becoming a
malicious peer. In the next three subsections, we present how the different parts of the
formula are calculated.

P2P Reputation feedback

Similarly to most RTMS, we rely on positive and negative feedback to determine a local
trust value that helps to compute the global trust of peers. That is, each peer first calculates
the local trust values for other peers as described below:

Each time a peer P transacts with another peer Q, it may rate the response received
from Q as positive (tx(P,Q) = +1) if P is satisfied with the transaction or as negative
(tx(P,Q) = −1) if the transaction was not satisfactory.

Let S(P,Q) denote the normalized sum of the feedback received by P from Q indicating the
amount of satisfaction peer P has with Q. S(P,Q) is a normalized value between 0 and 1.
S(P,Q) will be calculated as follow :

First, let Sum(P,Q) denote the sum of the feedback given by Q to P .

Sum(P,Q) = max

0,

T (P,Q)∑
tx(P,Q) ∗AR(P,Q)

 (3.2)

such that AR(P,Q) denotes the ratio of the total number of good transactions received by
P from Q. This ratio ensures that the sum accurately reflects the satisfaction level relative
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to the total number of transactions exchanged between the peers, effectively adjusting for
varying numbers of unsatisfactory transactions.

AR(P,Q) = Ng(P,Q)/T (P,Q) (3.3)

The ratio ensures that the sum accounts for the disparity in satisfaction levels between these
cases. If we take the case where P received 10 good transactions and 5 bad transactions, the
Sum(P,Q) will be counted as in the case where P received only 5 good transactions and 0
bad transactions. Then, we normalize the result to obtain a score between 0 and 1

S(P,Q) = Sum(P,Q)/
∑

i∈N(P )

Sum(P, i) (3.4)

The local trust value that peer P has about peer Q –denoted as LT (P,Q)– can be defined
as following :

LT (P,Q) = S(P,Q) (3.5)

where Ng(P,Q) denotes the total number of good transactions performed by peer Q with
P . Once the local trust with the neighbouring peers is calculated, we can compute the
feedback-based global trust value of a peer P as shown in the following formula:

GT (P ) =
∑

i∈N(P )

LT (i, P ) ∗ (GT (i)/
∑

j∈N(P )

GT (j)) ∗ (1/1 + e−k∗Txi) (3.6)

N(P ) is the set of neighbouring peers that interacted with P (peers that received transactions
from P ). GT (P ) is not updated unless card(N(P )) is greater than a specific threshold.
In the previous formula, Txi denotes the total number of transactions provided by peer i

to other peers, and k is a parameter that determines how steeply the feedback impact of
peers rises with the number of served transactions. The logistic function (1/1 + e−k∗Txi) is
leveraged in (3.6) as a factor to reduce the impact of malicious feedback on honest peers’
global trust in the bootstrap phase.

User Behaviour score

In BTrust, we analyze how a user engages with various services in the network. This
assessment is represented as UB(P ), which reflects user behavior and is defined as:

UB(P ) =
∑

i∈servs(P )

αi ∗ Us(i) (3.7)
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UB(P ) quantifies the user’s behavior by evaluating their interactions with different services
denoted by Us(i), weighted by αi.

Us(i) represents the score obtained from using service i from a set of defined services for the
peer P (denoted as servs(P )). Different weights αi can be assigned (after being normalized)
by the network operator according to the importance of a given network service. For instance,
an NO can define as basic services (as servs(P )) the following :

• Access Control (AC) that scores users based on how frequently they attempt to access
restricted areas or perform unauthorized actions.

• Authentication sevice (AU) assesses the strength of user credentials and detects any
suspicious login attempts.

• Resource Utilization (RU) monitors the amount of resources (like bandwidth or CPU)
a user consumes and flags any abnormal usage patterns.

A user whose interactions with these services yield the following scores over a given time
period (computed by BTrust agent):

• Us(AC) = 0.8 (indicating a high number of access attempts to restricted areas)

• Us(AU) = 0.9 (indicating successful logins with strong credentials)

• Us(RU) = 0.5 (indicating moderate resource usage)

To assess user’s overall behavior, we apply the weights assigned by the network operator (αi)
to each service’s score:

αAC = 0.33, αAU = 0.22, αRU = 0.44 and the final result will be UB(P)=0.776

Peers security assessment score

The security assessment score, denoted as ST (P ), aims to quantitatively reflect the current
security situation of a peer P . We define a peer’s security assessment score by aggregating
the sum of the required objectives, weighted by the severity of each objective. Such objectives
could encompass various security measures like applying security patches, system upgrades,
and ensuring correct configurations. The ST (P ) is defined as follows:

ST (P ) =

(
∑

i∈rules(P )(Fa(i) ∗ Sv(i) ∗Da(i))) ∗RA(P )

0, if ST (P ) < 0
(3.8)

rules(P ) denotes the collection of security objectives that peer P is tasked with fulfilling.
Fa(i) represents the fulfillment factor, indicating whether a specific objective i was achieved
(1) or not (0). Sv(i) denotes the severity level of objective i, ranging from 1 to 10. Da(i)

indicates the patch application status for objective i, where 0 signifies that a patch needs
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to be applied but wasn’t for this particular objective. For instance, if a device correctly
configures the firewall but fails to apply an announced firewall security patch, the score for
this rule is 0. RA denotes the result of the remote attestation, such that RA = 0 if the
operation fails, otherwise RA = 1. The security objectives are not predetermined; instead,
they are left for the NO to define the most appropriate objectives based on their specific
use case and the unique requirements of the system or environment. Therefore, applying
patches relevant to security rules and adequately fulfilling security objectives increases the
peer’s security score.

When a peer first joins the network, it must first fulfil a minimal security policy (e.g 3.8)
defined by the NO to acquire an initial trust score (IS). This includes configuring recommended
security features, performing security-related tasks and addressing the recommended action
with a third-party application or software, or an alternate mitigation. Then, the peer will
only be able to interact with and rate other peers if its reputation score is greater than a
threshold IS value defined by the NO.

Table 3.1: Example of security objectifs

Security Considera-
tions

Description Severity Score

Enable Firewall Configure and activate the firewall to con-
trol incoming and outgoing network traffic.

High (0.9)

Regular Updates and
Patches

Maintain regular system updates and secu-
rity patches for addressing vulnerabilities.

Critical (0.95)

User Authentication Implement secure user authentication, such
as strong passwords or SSH keys.

High (0.9)

Secure Remote Access Secure remote access by configuring SSH
with key-based authentication and other
measures.

High (0.9)

Data Encryption Encrypt sensitive data or directories using
tools like LUKS or other encryption meth-
ods.

Medium (0.7)

Backup and Recovery Set up regular backups of critical data and
configurations for recovery in case of issues.

Medium (0.7)

Monitoring and Logging Enable system logs and monitoring to track
and review system activity for potential
issues.

High (0.9)

Vulnerability Scanning Use vulnerability scanning tools to identify
and address security weaknesses.

Critical (0.95)

Application Whitelist-
ing

Allow only approved and necessary appli-
cations to run on the peer.

Medium (0.7)
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3.4 BTrust Algorithms

Generally, BTrust proceeds in three phases: an initialization phase, the enrolment phase,
and the processing phase. These phases are explained below.

The initialization phase : This is a one-time stage during protocol and network boot-
strapping. In this phase, the Network Operator (NO) constructs an information database
containing security details and available patches for a wide range of devices, encompassing
various models and versions. It defines the minimal security policy in the security smart
contract and the required threshold for a device to start rating other peers. At the same
time, the NO defines the initial security actions to be fulfilled by the DO in order to achieve
a trusted reputation and indicates their corresponding severities and scores. The NO then
defines the exchangeability rules of the BTrust token-based incentive mechanism presented
in section 3.5. The manufacturer defines the information about the devices as well as how
to evaluate their integrity using remote attestation, whereas the DO installs and sets up a
BTrust agent in his devices.

The enrolment phase : In the enrollment phase, the Network Operator (NO) designates
the initial set of peers, managed either by users or the NO itself. During this phase, the
NO utilizes a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) to generate a unique public/private key pair
for each user. Subsequently, users are enabled to enroll their devices into the Identity and
ISC. The ISC maps a device’s identity (public key or wallet address) to several attributes,
including a device ID, an IP address, a blockchain wallet, a Device Owner (DO), and a patch
ID. Enrollment is an ongoing process. However, during the first enrollment phase, the RSC

Figure 3.8: Minimal IoT Security Policy: Secure Boot
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constructs an initial network graph comprising full nodes and the first devices, which are
initially considered trusted devices.

The processing phase : In the processing phase peers and users can join and leave the
network, the new joining nodes retrieve a list of live peers from a bootstrap DNS server
or a cached node list and then select a set of bootstrapping peers using the random walk
function defined in algorithm (2). BTrust agents start assessing the device security and
the user behaviour, as well as rating other peers using algorithm (1). While computing the
trust, the global score is computed iteratively, since the global trust of a peer depends on the
global trust of the rating peers, till it converges below a specified threshold(γ). Initially, the
algorithm starts with default trust values. As peers obtain feedback from each other, the trust
value is updated regularly according to BTrust formulas. The trust computation is performed
fully on-chain via smart contracts. BTrust agents (peers) communicate all trust data to
the reputation smart contract to perform the trust computation by invoking the dedicated
function ”addOrUpdateTrust” (fig 3.3). However, the trust computation can be performed
off-chain. In this case, each BTrust agent computes its own global reputation, except for the
last calculation, which is performed on the smart contract when updating the trust score to
ensure the veracity of the calculation. The reputation smart contract calculates and checks
the convergence of the global trust—locally computed by the peers—then updates the global
trust score in a single transaction by invoking a dedicated function ”checkandUpdateTrust”,
which accepts as input all intermediary computations for each iteration before convergence.
The intermediary values are used by the smart contract to inspect and verify the trust
computation performed by the peer.

Figure 3.6 provides a global overview of different interactions between the components
involved in assessing and evaluating a peer’s trust in the BTrust network during these three
phases.

3.4.1 Trust-Based peer selection using random walks

In this subsection, we describe how BTrust protocol selects bootstrapping peers or counter-
parts with whom peers can exchange transactions. Intuitively, an honest peer will tend to
interact with closest peers that have a higher level of reputation and a higher trust score.
However, this approach will incur a heavy workload for the most reputable and trustworthy
nodes in large-scale networks. To avoid this problem, our selection process considers nodes’
reputation and capacity (free inbound connections). Furthermore, we want to assist new
joining peers to randomly select their neighbors avoiding peers with a high number of
incoming connections (peer’s In-degree). The focus of our work is on unstructured P2P
systems, where peers select neighbors randomly without any knowledge about the network
topology. The selection is performed through random walks over an overlay network based
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Algorithm 1 BTrust algorithm for computing peer’s trust
Tr(P )
Require α, β, γ, N , FeedbackThreshold
Initialization ST (P )← RetrieveSecurityScore(P )
UB(P )← RetrieveUserBehaviorScore(P )
if N > FeedbackThreshold then

for i = 1; i < N ; i = i+ 1 do
LT (P, i)← RetrieveLocalTrust(P, i)
GT (i)← RetrieveGlobalTrust(i)
Tr(i)← Default

end
while |GT ′(P )−GT (P )| > γ do

for i = 1; i < N ; i = i+ 1 do
GT ′(P )←

∑
i∈N(P ) LT (i, P ) ∗ (GT (i)/

∑
j∈N(P )GT (j))

end
end

end
return Tr(P )← α ∗ (GT (P ) ∗ UB(P )) + β ∗ (ST (P ))

on the reputation graph and peers’ degrees.

To evaluate the availability of appropriate peers, we define the pertinence ratio PR as the
global trust of a peer ‘i’ divided by its in-degree (di):

PR(i) =

Tr(i)/di, if di > 0

0, otherwise
(3.9)

New nodes should preferably connect to peers with similar or higher pertinence ratios. The
probability of a new joining node choosing the peer ‘i’ is defined as the following:

P (i) = PR(i)/
∑

j∈O(t)

PR(j) (3.10)

such that O(t) denotes the set of online nodes at a given time. The probability distribution
P (X = i) can be therefore represented as :

P (X = i) = P (i) = 1/Z ∗ PR(i) (3.11)

Z =
∑

j∈O(t)

PR(j) (3.12)

As it is impractical to calculate P (X) in wide networks due to the large number of peers, we
use a Markov chain Monte Carlo method (MCMC) for sampling from P . More specifically, we
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use the Metropolis-Hastings (HM) algorithm [124][125] which works by simulating a Markov
Chain with a stationary distribution Π. This means that, after enough time, the samples
from the Markov chain resemble those of the samples from Π. That is, we model a second

Figure 3.9: Trust overlay network in BTrust

overlay P2P network as a connected graph G′ = (V,E) with finite node set V = {1, 2, .., N}
and an edge set E that belongs to V2. In G′, We assign a transition probability and create a
self-loop at each node (Fig.3.9), such that the total transition probability is 1.

Using HM, we then construct a Markov transition matrix P as :

Pij = P (Xn = j/Xn = i) (3.13)

Pij =

q(i, j) ∗ α(i, j), if j ̸= i

q(i, j) +
∑

k ̸=i q(i, k) ∗ (1− α(i, k)), otherwise
(3.14)

such that q is the transition kernel, which represents the probability of proposing a move to
some state j (peer j) given the current state i(peer i). In our case

q(i, j) = 1/(di + 1) (3.15)

and

α(i, j) = min{1, p(j) ∗ q(j, i)/p(i) ∗ q(i, j)} (3.16)
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Algorithm 2 Random walk algorithm for peer selection with connection constraints
PeerList
Require m, P , TTL, Graph G′, MaxIn, MaxOut
Initialization w ← P // The walker starts at P
for i = 1; i < m; i = i+ 1 do

inboundCount← CountInboundConnections(w)
while w is connected to P do

while TTL > 0 do
w ← ForwardWalker(TransitionProbability) //Position after moving one step
TTL← TTL− 1
inboundCount← CountInboundConnections(w)
if inboundCount < MaxIn then

continue // Skip the rest of this iteration if the inbound connection limit is
exceeded

end
if w is connected to P and TTL = 0 then

w ← ForwardWalker(TransitionProbability)
else if w is not connected to P then

outboundCount← CountOutboundConnections(w)
if outboundCount < MaxOut then

PeerList[i]← w break // Exit the loop once a suitable peer is found
end

end
return PeerList

is the acceptance probability for accepting a proposed move from state i (peer i) to state j
(peer j). By its definition, the defined MC is reversible, aperiodic and irreducible

By using this algorithm, new joining nodes retrieve a list of neighbouring peers. Each node
broadcasts its current connectivity degree to its neighbours to allow other peers to calculate
the defined pertinence ratio PR(i) using the global trust retrieved from the reputation smart
contract. The pertinence ratio is then assigned as a transition probability to their edges as
shown in figure 3.9. Next, each node starts multiple walkers, where the number is equivalent
to the node’s Out-degree. In order to avoid long walks, each walk is limited in time using a
TTL value equivalent to the number of iterations in the HM algorithm. The walker moves
from one node to another based on the edge probability and the walker’s TTL is decremented
until it stops (TTL = 0). If the node where the walker stops is already connected to the
starting node, then the walker moves some additional steps. The walk repeats until the
walker discovers a suitable node for the new node to join. Each node has a maximum number
of allowed inbound (MaxIn) and outbound connections (MaxOut).
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3.5 Feedback quality

BTrust protocol relies partially on p2p feedback rating to compute trust scores. However, two
major problems stand in the way of having a reliable feedback exchange; Lack of trustworthy
ratings and false feedback. In this section, we propose our solution to address these 2 issues.

3.5.1 Reputation tokenization and incentivisation

BTrust introduces a financial incentive mechanism that aims to incentivize users and peers in
the P2P network to enhance their trust scores by promoting honest behavior and providing
accurate feedback. The core concept behind this mechanism is to monetize reputation by
converting it into tangible financial tokens known as reputation tokens.

Conversion to reputation tokens

The RSC enables each device owner to convert a fraction of their device’s trust score into
reputation tokens. These tokens are then allocated to the user’s wallet, which is managed
directly by the contract. The conversion rate is determined by NO via a predefined function
that takes into account the current trust score and predefined thresholds. The formula for
conversion might look something like:

Reputation Tokens =
Trust Score− Base Threshold

Conversion Factor
(3.17)

where the Base Threshold is a minimum trust score required for conversion, and the
Conversion Factor is a scaling parameter set by the Network Operator (NO). The conversion
process involves the following steps:

• Conversion Request: The device owner (DO) initiates a conversion request via their
BTrust agent by calling the convertTrustToToken function of the RSC. The request
specifies the amount of trust score to be converted.

• Trust Score Calculation: The RSC calculates the corresponding number of reputation
tokens based on a predefined conversion rate.

• Trust Score Deduction: The specified amount of trust score is deducted from the DO’s
current trust score. Trust score deduction is performed by updating the DO’s trust
score in the RSC’s storage.

• Token Allocation: The equivalent number of reputation tokens is minted and allocated
to the DO’s wallet. This involves calling the mint function to create new tokens and
the transfer function to transfer them to the DO’s address.
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Trading and Use of reputation tokens

Once converted, these reputation tokens become tradable assets among users, facilitating
transactions and granting access to services offered by the NO on a dedicated marketplace or
with other users within the ecosystem. For example, users can use reputation tokens to pay
for premium backup services provided by the network operator. The marketplace allows for
the exchange of services and reputation tokens, ensuring that peers with higher trust scores
have greater access to valuable services. The smart contract ensures secure and transparent
transactions within the marketplace, with functions to list services, price them in reputation
tokens, and handle payments.

Purchase and impact on reputation

It’s important to note that purchasing reputation tokens by a Device Owner (DO) does
not directly impact the reputation of their own device or entity. Instead, reputation tokens
serve as a means of transferring trustworthiness from one peer to another. This mechanism
includes rules to prevent abuse, such as:

Reputation tokens can only be transferred between wallets that have previously interacted
or have an established trust relationship. The reputation tokens can be used for services but
cannot be reconverted back into trust scores for the device they originated from. Once used
they are burned by RSC.

Role of the reputation smart contract

The reputation smart contract, often built on a blockchain like Ethereum, manages the
lifecycle of reputation tokens. Using the ERC721 standard 1, each token represents a unique
and non-fungible reputation score. Key functions of the contract include:

• Minting Tokens: Creating new reputation tokens when trust scores are converted.

• Transferring Tokens: Securely transferring tokens between wallets.

• Burning Tokens: Destroying tokens when used for services or penalized for misbehavior.

• Verification: Ensuring the legitimacy of tokens and transactions.

Incentives and penalties

To ensure the incentivization mechanism promotes the desired behavior, additional rules
and policies are implemented:

• Incentives for positive behavior: Users and peers are rewarded with reputation
tokens for honest behavior, accurate feedback, and contributions to the network’s

1https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-721

https://eips.ethereum.org/EIPS/eip-721
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Figure 3.10: Reputation tokeniza-
tion workflow

Figure 3.11: code managing tok-
enization of RSC

security. The rewards are periodically distributed based on the trust score improvements
recorded on the blockchain.

• Penalties for misbehavior: If a peer is found to be dishonest or if their device’s
security is compromised, their reputation score can be reduced, leading to a devalu-
ation of their reputation tokens. This is enforced by the smart contract, which can
automatically deduct tokens or burn them based on predefined conditions.

Example of a Penalty Consider a peer that has been detected engaging in dishonest behavior.
The penalty mechanism can be described as follows:

1. Detection: The system detects that Peer A has provided false feedback or has been
involved in malicious activity.

2. Penalty calculation: The smart contract calculates the penalty based on the severity
of the misbehavior. For instance, let Ps be the penalty severity score and Ts be the
current trust score.

Penalty Amount = α× Ps

New Trust Score = Ts − Penalty Amount

Here, α is a scaling factor determined by the NO.

3. Token deduction: The equivalent amount of reputation tokens is deducted from
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Peer A’s wallet. If the penalty exceeds the available tokens, the remaining penalty is
subtracted from future earnings or results in a temporary ban.

Tokens Deducted =
Penalty Amount

Conversion Factor

By integrating this financial incentive mechanism and leveraging the reputation smart
contract, BTrust establishes a dynamic and economically-driven reputation system within
the P2P network. This system encourages peers to engage in trustworthy behavior and
discourages malicious activities, as the direct economic consequences of reputation loss serve
as powerful deterrents. Overall, the combination of reputation tokens and the reputation
smart contract enhances trust management in the P2P network, facilitating a more reliable
and robust ecosystem for trust evaluation and decision-making.

3.5.2 Mitigation of lack of rating and bad behaviour

In order to limit false feedback and mitigate Bad-mouthing attacks [126], as well as to deter
bad behaviour, BTrust relies on special entities we call Watchdogs. The Watchdogs are
special BTrust peers –operated by the NO– responsible for inspecting the transactions and
evaluating the feedback exchanged between peers. Each WatchDog peer hosts a complete
updated copy of the Blockchain. Thus, a sender peer P can request the Watchdog to inspect
the delivered transaction and feedback rating. If P does not receive the due rating feedback
or it gets false feedback from the requesting peer Q, the watchdog peer can ask peer Q

to provide the correct due feedback (tx(P,Q)) and subsequently both peers to correctly
computing their local trust (Sum(P,Q) defined in 3.2). This is possible since the reputation
feedback provided by the requesting peer Q is stored in the RSC and because service requests
and responses are digitally signed by both peers 3.

In fact, in BTrust when a peer Q requests data from another peer P , the former digitally
signs the request. P then responds with a transaction that conveys alongside the requested
data, a timestamp, a digital signature (or a message authentication code) of P and the signed
request initiated by peer Q. The received transaction is stored in the memory pool of the
recipient peer Q, for a limited time –equivalent to the average time needed for a blockchain
transaction to be validated–. In the case where a peer is not able to store the received
transaction for any reason (e.g. a full pool or unavailable free storage), it can request the
watchdog to store them.

When peer P does not receive the correct feedback, it can provide the watchdog with the
signed request and response. Subsequently, the watchdog can request the peer that missed
giving the feedback to provide it to the peer providing the service. If the requesting peer Q

refuses, the watchdog blocks its ability to tokenize reputation score in a slashing process.
However, the limitation of this mechanism lies in the capacity of WatchDogs to assess the
quality of service (QoS) provided by peers.
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Figure 3.12: BTrust watchdog mechanism

Algorithm 3 Watchdog Mechanism in BTrust
Verified Transactions and Penalized Peers
Data Structures:

• Transaction { sender: string, receiver: string, timestamp: int64, signedRequest:
string, signedResponse: string, feedback: string }

• Feedback { from: string, to: string, score: int }
Procedure: RegisterTransaction txID, sender, receiver, timestamp, signedRequest,
signedResponse, feedback tx ← Transaction{sender, receiver, timestamp, signedRequest,
signedResponse, feedback} Store tx in ledger with key txID
Procedure: VerifyTransaction txID, sender, receiver, signedRequest, signedResponse tx
← Get transaction from ledger using txID if tx is NULL then

return False, "Transaction does not exist"
end
if tx.sender ̸= sender tx.receiver ̸= receiver tx.signedRequest ̸= signedRequest
tx.signedResponse ̸= signedResponse then

return False, "Transaction details do not match"
end
return True, "Transaction verified"
Procedure: PenalizePeer peer Reduce peer’s trust score Block peer’s ability to tokenize
reputation score
Procedure: StoreTransaction txID, sender, receiver, signedRequest, signedResponse tx
← Transaction{sender, receiver, timestamp, signedRequest, signedResponse} Temporarily
store tx in Watchdog storage with key txID
Procedure: WatchdogProcess for each tx in Watchdog storage do

Verify tx details if tx is not verified then
Penalize peer involved in tx

end
end
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3.6 Experimental evaluation

In this section, we describe our simulation setup and configurations, and we present the
result of the experiments conducted to study the effectiveness of the proposed Protocol. The
simulation is based on different experiments that evaluate the proposed trust management
algorithm and examine its accuracy in a variety of scenarios.

3.6.1 Simulation setup

To evaluate the BTrust model, we implemented a simulation model based on the Netlogo 6.1.1
environment 2. Netlogo is a multi-agent modelling environment for emulating large-scale
networks. This environment constructs networks of agents that can be programmed, using a
high-level language, to behave and interact with each other according to the defined program.
Using Netlogo we designed a cycle-based simulation model for BTrust. For simulation
purposes, we assume a P2P file-sharing network as the application scenario of our trust
model. At the start of each cycle, we assume that a random number of peers may start a new
request for a file, respond to incoming requests, or rate the interactions. For each simulation
configuration, we perform five randomized runs for 100 cycles each, on a community of 100
peers. The trust score (global and local trust) is computed through a deployed reputation
smart contract. For simulating possible behaviours, we consider three types of peers :

• Honest peer: which always behaves honestly, cooperates with other peers and provides
honest feedback afterwards.

• Static malicious peer: which always delivers bad transactions and gives wrong feedback
to other peers.

• Dynamic malicious peer: which probabilistically behave maliciously by delivering bad
transactions and feedback. We assume that all dynamic malicious peers act honestly
in the beginning in order to enhance their trust score.

We use an unstructured P2P architecture with peers responding to incoming requests and
providing feedback. We assume the network provides the same service (p2p file sharing).
Table 3.2 describes the main parameters adopted in our simulations.

In this simulation, nodes are initialized with a global trust value of 1/N . We assume that dy-
namic malicious peers act approximately with the same rate denoted as maliciousness_rate.
We consider that each node has a maximum of 8 outgoing connections. If one of these
outgoing connections is disconnected, the node will try to replace the lost connection by
trying to connect to another peer. At the same time, a node may accept up to 50 incoming
connections from other peers.

2http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
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Parameters Default values

α 0.7

β 0.3

ST (i) 1

UB(i) 1

Maliciousness rate (maliciousness_rate) 100%

Trust score threshold 0.3

Total number of cycles 100

Number of services 1

Peers providing the service All peers

Convergence threshold (γ) 10−4

Feedback threshold (Witnesses) 5

Percentage of malicious peer 20%

Type of malicious peer Static

Table 3.2: Trust simulation default settings

3.6.2 Experiment 1 : Evaluation of accuracy

In this first experiment, we evaluate the accuracy and effectiveness of BTrust against malicious
peers through the calculation of root-mean-square error (RMSE) of aggregated total trust
of all peers. RMSE is an estimator of the overall deviations between the predicted and
measured values. The RMSE is defined by the following :

RMSE =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

((Ti − Tci)/Ti)2/N (3.18)

Where N is the total number of peers in the network, and Ti and Tci are the correct and
evaluated trust of a peer i, respectively. The RMSE is a good indicator that is inversely
proportional to the accuracy of the trust models, such that the lower the RMSE, the more
the accuracy of the trust evaluation. The plots in Figure 3.13 and 3.14 show respectively
the average of RMSE under different rates of malicious static peers and malicious dynamic
peers. Within both scenarios, a malicious proportion of 45% produces a low RMSE below a
value of 0.2. Thus, the BTrust approach of computing the trust score remains robust when
we have a large fraction of dishonest nodes. This result can be explained by the fact that
BTrust uses a personalized and adaptive formula to compute trust for each entity. Another
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Figure 3.13: Trust estimation error (RMSE) in presence of different portions of static
malicious peers

reason is the fact that our system, unlike existing decentralized trust systems, replaces score
managers with a trustworthy smart-contract based score management system. This obviates
the inherent risks of having malicious score managers; i, e., a malicious trust manager could
intentionally or under attack affect the computation of the trust value of a given peer.
Moreover, in the BTrust model, we leverage watchdogs for feedback verification to filter out
malicious feedback.

3.6.3 Experiment 2: Effectiveness against dynamic and static malicious
Peers

In this second experiment, we focus on evaluating the effectiveness of the BTrust model in
resisting dynamic attacks without leveraging the feedback correction mechanism (Watchdogs).
In that regard, we evaluate the successful transaction rate (STR) in the presence of dynamic

Figure 3.14: Trust estimation error(RMSE) in presence of different portions of dynamic
malicious peers, during 100 cycles
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malicious nodes that oscillate between malicious and honest behaviour at random with a
probability of 0.5. The STR is the ratio of the number of successful transactions over the
total number of transactions. It is a typical metric used to evaluate the efficiency of trust
models. We assume these peers behave honestly up to some time (10th cycle) to accumulate
trust before they start behaving maliciously. Within this experiment, we maintain the default
percentage of malicious nodes in the network (20%).

Figure 3.15: Successful transaction rates under different scales of dynamic attacks

Figure 3.15 illustrates how the level of trust evolves during 100 cycles. We observe that
the STR decreases proportionally to the maliciousness_rate. In the context of a low and
moderate maliciousness_rate < X within the interval[0.1,0.2], we observe a weak variation
of STR (0.1%). When the malicious peers switch from behaving honestly to behaving
maliciously, the STR decreases quickly and, after an average of 40 cycles, the STR stabilizes
at a high rate. This cadence can be explained by the fact that the trust score of dynamic
malicious peers decreases, even though they behave correctly from time to time in order to
regain the trust score. This result reflects that the correctness of the BTrust model is very
high even in the presence of dynamic malicious peers. Moreover, the STR remains below 1
as the malicious peers continue to exchange malicious transactions and feedback between
them without affecting honest peers.

In a second scenario, we compute the STR in the presence of different proportions of static
malicious peers. As shown in Figure 3.16, a high proportion (over 60%) destabilises the
level of trust within the system and thus decreases significantly the STR. Inversely, the STR
remains at a high level of 0.8 when we have a malicious proportion of less than 40%. This
result reflects the resilience of the BTrust model against a large proportion of static malicious
actors.

3.6.4 Experiment 3 : Convergence of BTrust

In this simulation, we focus on evaluating the convergence speed of BTrust and its scalability
with regard to the increasing network. The convergence speed is measured as the number of
iterations needed before the trust score converges. Thus, a lower value of the convergence
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Figure 3.16: Successful Transaction Rate(RMSE) in the presence of different proportions
of static malicious peers

Figure 3.17: Number of iterations required for convergence by each node within 100 cycles

iterations means a higher convergence speed. Interestingly, the results shown in Figure
3.17, confirm that the convergence speed is very fast since each node needs a maximum of
2 iterations before trust score computation converges. The results prove the scalability of
BTrust concerning the number of iterations needed to converge since the latter does not grow
substantially with the increase (from 100 to 10000) of the number of peers in the network.

3.6.5 Load distribution

In this experiment, we evaluated the load of individual peers incurred by BTrust. The metric
used for this evaluation is the number of times a particular peer (service) is requested to
deliver a transaction. To measure the amount of variation across the network, we compute
the standard deviation of the load among all the peers. The simulation is performed after
10000 transactions, the equivalent of an average of 100 transactions per peer, in the presence
of a varying-size minority of malicious peers (5-80%). The load computation is performed
only on honest peers since they are the preferred targets of other peers and thus the most
likely to incur heavy load. Figure 3.18, shows that the standard deviation of the load
distribution is very minimal and does not change significantly as the size of the malicious
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minority increases. Thus, BTrust does not incur a heavy load on the peers, since the adopted
random walk process privileges peers with a high pertinence ratio.

Figure 3.18: The standard deviation of the load distribution in the network

3.6.6 Comparison with Current BRTMs: An analytical Study

In Table 3.3, we present a comparative study of our work with the state of the art BRTMS
solutions, and show that the proposed solution outperforms other similar approaches. BTrust
presents several key advantages over the existing RTMS. First, it is robust to outliers and
Sybil attacks, which ensures the integrity and trustworthiness of the system. This is a crucial
feature, as outliers and Sybil attacks can severely compromise the trust management process.
Second, BTrust demonstrates good scalability, allowing for its effective implementation
in P2P file sharing, social networks, and e-commerce domains. Furthermore, BTrust is
a modular protocol that can be easily adapted to multiple use cases. Its generic nature
allows for flexibility in implementing trust management solutions across various domains and
applications. This modularity enables BTrust to incorporate additional services, factors, or
extensions to enhance the trust evaluation process as needed. By offering a customizable and
adaptable framework, BTrust provides a robust foundation for building trust management
systems that cater to specific requirements and diverse scenarios.

Figure 3.19: Successful transaction rates
under different scales of dynamic attacks
of HonestPeer (non-blockchain based)

Figure 3.20: Successful transaction rates
under different scales of dynamic attacks
in case of Proof-of-trust(blockchain based)

Actually, BTrust is a comprehensive and generic solution that tackles various trust-related
challenges in peer-to-peer networks. Unlike other cited solutions, BTrust addresses the
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Table 3.3: Comparison of BTrust with other BRTMS

Solution Field of application Intended Improvement Performance Measured
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[110] P2P No No Yes No Bad or good transactions Client side Not Provided

[112] Open multi-agent Yes No Yes No Immigration request actively rejected, Consortium Blockchain Number

system in P2P clusters Immigration request confirmed of kudos delivered

Task result verified

proof-of-trust [113] Croud-sourcing/ Sensing Yes Yes Yes No Total Transaction Amount Blockchain Accuracy

validation Times Scalability

[116] Autonomous systems No No Yes No SLA score of an agreement Oracle and Not provided

the SLA score of a network permissioned blockchain

[118] Monetization of No No No No Review and rating Smart Contract on Not provided

data in IoT Ethereum Blockchain

[120] IoT No No No No History of obligation fulfillment Obligation chain Reputation

/Sensor Network

/ Edge Computing

[119] IoT No No Yes No Miner approval Blockchain Trust level

/Sensor Network Blame Payload

/ Edge Computing Renew Payload

Ban Payload

BTrust [93] Generic Yes Yes Yes Yes The feedback a peer obtains from other peers; Smart contract Accuracy

The total number of transactions that a peer performs; Effectiveness against dynamic

The security assessment of a from less or secure ones and static Malicious Peers

peer for discriminating vulnerable devices

The user’s behavior Convergence of BTrust

cold start problem, provides incentives, assesses bad behavior, allows flexibility in trust
formula, and employs multiple metrics for evaluating trust. It leverages smart contracts for
trust dissemination, with the aim of attaining high accuracy and effectiveness against both
dynamic and static malicious peers. In fact, in figures 3.13, 3.15, 3.19, 3.21 we observe a
significant difference in term of the percentage of successful transactions and RMSE compared
to proof-of-trust in the presence of various scales of dynamic attacks, as detailed in section
3.6.3. The successful rate of proof-of-trust drops significantly, and trust estimation error
rises significantly in the presence of 60% dynamic malicious peers, as the protocol adopts a
majority vote mechanism. This technical comparison was feasible with proof-of-trust but
not with other solutions, as it’s the only blockchain-RTMS offering clear algorithms for
implementation and testing.

BTrust distinguishes itself through its comprehensive approach, which incorporates an
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Figure 3.21: Trust estimation error (RMSE) in presence of different portions of static
malicious peers (proof-of-trust in brown, BTrust in blue, HonestPeer in green)

analysis of user behavior, evaluates the security status of vulnerable devices, and explores
the dynamics of peer interactions. By meticulously examining these factors, BTrust aims to
encompass all elements that influence trust within a resource-sharing network.

3.6.7 Comparison with traditional RTMS

In Table 3.4, various RTMS are compared with BTrust, focusing on attributes such as
advantages, disadvantages, complexity, resistance to dynamic malicious peers, peer selection
mechanism, scalability, and domain of application. BTrust demonstrates robustness against
malicious dynamic peers and Sybil attacks, making it suitable for P2P resource sharing
[127]. Despite its complexity in implementation, BTrust offers a high level of security against
evolving threats. Comparatively, other RTMS like PeerTrust are simpler to understand and
implement but lack resilience against malicious peers [127]. EigenTrust and PowerTrust show
robustness against specific threats but are complex to implement [22, 128]. CuboidTrust and
VectorTrust offer expressive capabilities but also require a high level of understanding and
implementation complexity [24, 129]. HonestPeer and AuthenticPeer++ provide robustness
against Sybil attacks but at a higher complexity [22, 23]. In fact, in figures 3.13, 3.19,
3.15, and 3.21, we observe a significant discrepancy in both the percentage of successful
transactions and RMSE when compared to HonestPeer, particularly in the context of various
scales of dynamic attacks outlined in Section 3.6.2. BTrust outperforms HonestPeer in
terms of success rate and trust estimation error. Overall, BTrust distinguishes itself with its
comprehensive security features, making it well-suited for P2P resource-sharing environments
leveraging blockchain technology.
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Table 3.4: Comparison of Reputation Trust Models

RTMS Advantages Disadvantages Complexity Resistance
to Dynamic
Malicious
Peers

Peers Selec-
tion Mecha-
nism

Scalability Domain of Application

PeerTrust [127] Easy to understand and imple-
ment.

Sensitive to malicious peers. Low Low No Good P2P file sharing, social networks

EigenTrust [22] Robust to malicious peers. Complex to understand and
implement.

Medium Medium No Good P2P file sharing, social networks

PowerTrust [128] Robust to collusion. Complex to understand and
implement.

Medium Medium No Good P2P file sharing, social networks

HonestPeer [22] Robust to Sybil attacks. Complex to understand and
implement.

High High Yes Good P2P file sharing, social networks

AuthenticPeer++ [23] Robust to Sybil attacks and
collusion.

Complex to understand and
implement.

High High Yes Good P2P networks

CuboidTrust [24] More expressive than tradi-
tional RTMS.

Complex to understand and
implement.

High Medium Yes Good P2P file sharing, social networks, e-
commerce

VectorTrust [129] More expressive than tradi-
tional RTMs.

Complex to understand and
implement.

High Medium Yes Good P2P file sharing, social networks

BTrust Robust to malicious dynamic
peers and Sybil attacks.

Complex to implement. High High Yes Good P2P resources sharing

3.7 Conclusion

In this section, we have introduced BTrust, a pioneering trust model that amalgamates
multiple factors to quantify and compare the trustworthiness of peers within peer-to-peer
(P2P) networks. Our approach incorporates a three-layered trust system, leveraging P2P
feedback mechanisms, user behavior analysis, and device security assessments. Additionally,
we have outlined an efficient peer selection method based on random walks, which mitigates
computational burdens in large networks while facilitating the identification of secure peers
for newcomers.

At its core, BTrust is designed to be extensible and modular, enabling the seamless integration
of additional services such as spamming activity detection or behavioral pattern analysis to
enhance the accuracy of user behavior evaluation through representative metrics. Through
simulations, we have validated that our trust model effectively fulfills the design considerations
outlined in the introduction. It adeptly disseminates trust information, identifies and isolates
malicious peers within P2P networks autonomously, without reliance on a central authority,
and maintains efficiency and efficacy against a spectrum of attacks.
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4.1 Introduction

Recent advancements in Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) have led
to the development of new trust management protocols. These models introduce enhanced
adaptability and predictive capabilities, presenting potential solutions to the challenges
encountered in P2P networks, as surveyed in [130] [131, 132] [133]. In fact, the integration of
AI into trust management systems has introduced innovative approaches, yielding enhanced
results in tackling longstanding issues. Various methodologies highlighted in the literature
exemplify this progress:

• Anomaly Detection: AI-based algorithms leverage historical data to discern patterns
indicative of malicious behavior [134]. By continuously learning from past instances,
these algorithms enhance the system’s ability to identify and flag anomalies in real-time,
enhancing network security.

• Predictive Reputation Scoring: AI-based models analyze past interactions and user
behaviors to forecast future trustworthiness [135]. Unlike traditional static scoring
systems, which may overlook evolving user dynamics, predictive reputation scoring
adapts to changes, providing a more accurate assessment of a user’s reliability over
time.

• Community Detection: AI-based algorithms can detect communities or clusters within
the network based on patterns of interactions and connections between peers [136].
By identifying cohesive groups of users, community detection facilitates targeted trust
assessments within these communities, improving the granularity and accuracy of trust
management in complex network structures.

• Collaborative misbehavior detection: AI-enabled trust management systems can detect
instances of collaborative misbehavior, where multiple peers coordinate to deceive
or manipulate the network [137] [138]. By analyzing patterns of cooperation and
behavior, these systems can identify suspicious collaborations and mitigate the impact
of coordinated attacks on trust within the network.

Among AI approaches, Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [98] [139] have recently become
the standard tool for machine learning on graphs. These architectures effectively
combine node features and graph topology to build distributed node representations.
GNNs can be used to solve node classification [139] and link prediction [140] tasks,
or they can be applied to downstream graph classification [139]. In literature, such
models are usually evaluated on chemical and social domains [141]. Given their appeal,
an ever increasing number of GNNs is being developed [142]. Their capacity to discern
complex relationship patterns within networks is unparalleled. By leveraging graph
structures, GNNs adeptly capture the subtle dynamics of trust interactions, marking a
significant advancement in the field of trust management.
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In this chapter, we present GBTrust, a GNN-based RTMS that harnesses these abilities
to provide a better trust assessment on the network. In this following section of the
thesis, we present a novel approach to enhance RTMSs by incorporating an Edge-
Feature Attention Mechanism into the Edge Graph Neural Network (EGNN) model,
which takes into account the directionality of edges. GBTrust represents a progression
from BTrust, where the graph and its embeddings (table 4.2) are produced through
the execution of the latter.

4.2 Contributions

We hypothesize that the proposed GBTrust model could potentially outperform both tradi-
tional and ML-based trust management systems in terms of accuracy and adaptability in
detecting malicious peers, thereby significantly improving the overall security and reliability
of P2P networks.

This model makes two primary contributions:

• We present an AI model intended to complement traditional reputation-based trust
protocols, enhancing their performance using an enhanced version of EGNN.

• We propose a new graph attentive network model, which introduces a newly designed
attention mechanism that accounts for the direction and influence from different
features of edges within the network, enabling a more granular and context-aware
analysis of peer interactions.

Also, we validate the effectiveness of our proposed model through experiments conducted on a
synthetic dataset. The results demonstrate that the GBTrust model significantly outperforms
other baseline models while concurrently providing valuable information about fraudulent
users in the network.

4.3 Related Work: Application of GNN to trust evaluation

This section presents an overview of the existing research relevant to trust management
in P2P networks, focusing specifically on those utilizing GNN models. Indeed, there is
a growing interest in applying GNNs to trust management in P2P networks, with recent
studies beginning to explore this application.

The first method we discuss is Guardian [143], which applies GNNs to trust evaluation.
Guardian divides neighboring nodes into in-degree neighbors and out-degree neighbors to
represent the roles of trustee and trustor, respectively. It utilizes a Graph Convolution
Network (GCN) to aggregate information from these nodes and their corresponding trust
interactions. Guardian employs a mean aggregator to combine information from first-order
neighbors and stack multiple GCN layers to enable effective trust propagation. Guardian
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outperforms traditional trust evaluation models and neural network-based models in terms
of accuracy and efficiency. However, it fails to capture the dynamic nature of trust and
the mean aggregator cannot differentiate the importance of different neighbors accurately,
leading to inaccurate trust evaluation.

GATrust [144], addresses the limitations of Guardian by incorporating node features, such
as personal hobbies, which are essential for trust evaluation. Similar to Guardian, GATrust
establishes trust asymmetry based on out-degree and in-degree concepts and propagates
trust using GNN’s message-passing mechanism. GATrust integrates multi-facet properties of
nodes, including contextual features, network structural information, and trust relationships.
It utilizes Graph Attention Network (GAT) to assign varying weights to different properties of
each node. By combining and aggregating these properties, GATrust learns node embeddings
that contain rich information for accurate trust relationship prediction. However, like
Guardian, GATrust does not consider the evolving nature of trust (dynamicity), and it lacks
robustness

TrustGNN [145] takes a different approach by constructing various types of trust chains based
on a RotatE-like approach [146] to achieve trust asymmetry and propagation. These trust
chains are aggregated to form comprehensive representations (embeddings) of nodes for trust
relationship prediction. TrustGNN employs learnable attention scores to differentiate the
contributions of different trust chains, providing spatial explainability through visualization.
However, TrustGNN focuses on a specific snapshot and does not account for the dynamic
nature of trust, resulting in a lack of temporal explainability. It also ignores attacks on trust
evaluation, raising concerns about its robustness.

The aforementioned models overlook the dynamicity of trust, leading to less effective and
questionable predictions. To address this issue, Medley [147] incorporates temporal features
along with other essential features to capture hidden and time-aware trust relationships.
Medley utilizes a functional time encoding module to capture temporal information and
assigns different weights to timestamped trust interactions using an attention mechanism. By
incorporating temporal information, Medley demonstrates significant improvement compared
to Guardian [148] . However, this design relies on fine-grained timestamps, which may be
challenging to obtain in practice. It also incurs high storage consumption and computational
overhead when nodes and edges are frequently updated. Additionally, Medley only consid-
ers the role of trustors when learning node representations, leading to a lack of effective
information about trustees. The rationality of evaluation results derived from Medley is
not well explained, resulting in poor explainability. Furthermore, model robustness was not
addressed in this work.

Recentely, TrustGuard, a GNN-based model for robust and explainable trust evaluation was
proposed [149]. TrustGuard addresses the limitations of existing trust evaluation models
by considering attack resistance, dynamicity of trust, and explainability. It uses a layered
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architecture with spatial and temporal aggregation layers to facilitate the robust aggregation
of local trust relationships and capture temporal patterns from a sequence of snapshots.
TrustGuard has been extensively tested and demonstrated superiority over state-of-the-art
GNN-based trust evaluation models in terms of trust prediction across single-timeslot and
multi-timeslot, with or without attacks. However, TrustGuard represents several potential
limitations. One significant drawback is its reliance on the quality of the data it uses.
If the data contains biases or inaccuracies regarding trust relationships, TrustGuard’s
predictions may not be reliable. Additionally, while TrustGuard provides visualizations
to enhance explainability, understanding how it arrives at trust assessments can still be
challenging for users. Moreover, the computational costs of training TrustGuard can be
high, especially for large trust networks, which could limit its scalability and practical use.
Furthermore, TrustGuard may struggle to generalize well to different trust networks with
unique characteristics.

All these GNN-based RTMS fail to consider multi-dimensional edge features in their trust
calculations, nor do they differentiate between the directionality of edges in the graph. This
results in a lack of nuanced understanding and representation of trust dynamics within the
network. Without considering multi-dimensional edge features, the models may overlook
important factors influencing trust relationships, leading to potentially inaccurate trust
assessments. Similarly, ignoring edge directionality limits the models’ ability to capture the
asymmetrical nature of trust interactions, where the direction of trust may differ between
nodes. Consequently, the failure to account for these aspects limits the overall effectiveness
and reliability of GNN-based RTMS in accurately capturing and predicting trust dynamics
in complex networks. Furthermore, all the proposed RTMS are use-case designed, while
GBTrust is generic and can be applied to different use cases. This flexibility allows GBTrust
to adapt to various trust management scenarios, offering a versatile solution that addresses
the diverse needs of different applications (4.1).

Table 4.1: Comparison of GBTrust with existing models.

"✓" : satisfy a criterion; "×" : do not satisfy a criterion; "-" : not available.
Model Asymmetry Dynamicity weighted multi-dimensional edge features Robustness domain application

Guardian [143] × - × × social network

GATrust [144] × - × × (OSNs)

TrustGNN [145] × - × × social network

Medley [147] × × × × social network

TrustGuard [149] ✓ ✓ × ✓ -

GBTrust ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Generic

4.4 Graph Attentive Network Model for trust management

This section provides a detailed architectural description of the proposed GBTrust model.
The model is designed to enhance trust management in P2P networks by effectively capturing
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the importance of different neighbors and edge features within the network graph.

4.4.1 GBTrust : Methodology

GBTrust leverages information generated by BTrust [93] or other RTMS to effectively capture
the complex dynamics of the peer-to-peer network. We begin by modeling the network
as a graph G , where each node represents a peer within the network. These nodes are
characterized by a set of features that capture different attributes of the corresponding
peer, generated by running these protocols (BTrust or other), including transaction history,
reliability, and interactions with other peers (see Table 4.2). On the other hand, the edges
connecting these nodes in the graph carry local features that provide additional information
about the nature and quality of peer interactions, including the direction of the interactions.
These edge features encompass parameters such as the frequency of interactions, the reliability
of past transactions, and other variables reflecting the quality and trustworthiness of the
connections between peers. By considering node and edge features and the direction of
interactions, the GBTrust model can effectively capture the complex dynamics of the
peer-to-peer network and enable a more nuanced approach to trust management. This
comprehensive representation enhances the model’s ability to assess and manage trust in the
network accurately, taking into account the directional nature of interactions between peers.

4.4.2 GBTrust graph Construction and attributes transformation

In GBTrust, we model the interactions between peers as a directed graph denoted as
G = (V,E), where V = v1, ..., vn represents the set of nodes and E = eij represents the
set of edges. Each node in the graph corresponds to a peer, and the edges represent the
connections between the peers.

The node feature information is represented as a matrix X = x1, x2, ..., xN , where N is the
number of nodes in the graph. Each xi represents the feature vector of node vi. These
features capture various attributes of the peers, such as their transaction history, reliability,
and interactions with other peers as indicated in this table 4.2.

In addition, we consider P as the number of edge features adopted in the graph. The edge
features are represented by a tensor E ∈ RN×N×P , where Eijp (where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N and
1 ≤ p ≤ P ) denotes the value of the p-th edge feature between node vi and node vj .

Moreover, Eij ∈ RP represents the P -dimensional feature vector associated with the edge
between node vi and node vj. Each dimension of this vector corresponds to the value of a
specific edge feature. To describe the neighboring nodes of node vi in the graph G, we use
N i to denote the set representing the neighbors of node vi. Similarly, N ip represents the
set of neighbors of node vi with respect to the edge feature p in the graph G.

Since the graph G is directed, where direction represents an important factor, we plan to
deconstruct the original graph G into two subgraphs, Giin and Giout . The subgraph Giin
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Table 4.2: Example of Node and Edge Features for GBTrust Model

Type Feature Description Computation Method

Node Historical BTrust Scores
(or any other RTMS)

Trust scores of a peer in the
past.

Extracted from historical
transaction data.

Node Transaction Frequency The number of transactions a
peer is involved in.

Counting transactions involv-
ing the peer in blockchain log.

Node Average Transaction
Value

The average value of transac-
tions a peer is involved in.

Computed as the total value
of transactions involving the
peer divided by transaction fre-
quency.

Node Dispute Frequency The frequency of disputes in-
volving a peer.

Computed by counting dis-
putes involving the peer.

Node Global Trust The aggregate trustworthiness
of a peer considering its inter-
actions with all other peers.

Calculated using the BTrust
algorithm with input from
all transactions involving the
peer.

Node Pertinence Ratio The pertinence ratio (PR) is a
quantitative metric employed
to assess the relative relevance
or appropriateness of a peer
within a given network.

Computed by BTrust as global
trust of a peer ‘i’ divided by
its in-degree

Edge Transaction Value The value of a transaction be-
tween two peers.

Directly extracted from the
transaction data.

Edge Transaction Recency How recent a transaction is be-
tween two peers.

Computed based on the times-
tamp of the transaction.

Edge Transaction Frequency The frequency of transactions
between two peers.

Computed by counting trans-
actions between the two peers.

Edge Local Trust The trustworthiness of a peer
considering only its interac-
tions with another specific
peer.

Calculated using the BTrust
algorithm with input from
transactions between the two
peers only.

Edge Disputes The number of disputes associ-
ated with the ratings provided
by the client peer (j).

Extracted from BTrust log.

represents the incoming edges incident to vertex i and encompassing neighboring peers,
while the subgraph Giout includes the outer edges connecting to a vertex i and encompassing
neighboring peers. By splitting the graph into these subgraphs, we can analyze the local
interactions and relationships between the vertex i and its neighbors in each specific direction,
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enabling a more detailed examination of the graph structure.

Figure 4.1: Transformation of the directed graph G into two sub graphs Gi1in and Gi1out

for vertex i1

4.4.3 Steps and overview

GBTrust constructs from the outputs of the first stage (trust scores and features) a trust
graph G. For each peer, we deconstruct the graph G into Giin and Giout . In each subgraph,
we calculate the embeddings of every peer by considering both the peer features and the
edge features. The embedding of a peer vi in the Giin subgraph is denoted as xiGiin , while
the embedding of the same peer in the Giout subgraph is denoted as xiGiout . The embeddings

Figure 4.2: The GBTrust architecture.

are updated as follows:

xiGin = fin(i, xiNiin , Eiin) (4.1)
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xiGiout = fout(i, xiNiout , Eiout) (4.2)

where fin and fout are embedding functions that consider the embeddings of neighboring
peers xiNiin or xiNiout , and the edge features Eiin or Eiout within the corresponding subgraph.

The final embedding of each peer is obtained by concatenating the two representations:

xi = concat(xiGin , xiGiout) (4.3)

This approach enables the incorporation of both the individual characteristics of the peers
and the contextual information provided by the edges, resulting in a comprehensive and
informative representation for each peer, denoted as xi. GBTrust uses a multilayer perceptron
layer to predict trust relationships based on node pair embedding, i.e., the reputation trust
classification layer.

4.4.4 Node and Edge Attention mechanism

To compute the embedding of each peer in graph G we proceed to compute them for both
subgraphs then concatenate the results. As in EGNN proposed by [102] model, in GBTrust,
edge features are used in attention mechanism. For each layer l, node vi representation
vector x

(l)
iG′ is obtained from aggregation on its neighbor’s node representation vectors, i.e.{

x
(l−1)
j , j ∈ Ni

}
in subgraph G’(Giout or Giout). Therefore, for each neighboring node vj and

each feature p, node representation vector x
(l−1)
j and edge feature E

(l−1)
ijp are incorporated.

Attention Vector Calculation

The attention vector â(l)ijp, which represents the influence neighboring node vj makes on node
vi for feature p at layer l is calculated as following:

â
(l)
ijp = exp

{
σ
[
E

(l−1)
ijp vT

(
W (l)x

(l−1)
i ∥W (l)x

(l−1)
j

)]}
(4.4)

where σ is a non-linear activation, v is a parameter vector, W (l) is a parameter matrix, and
∥ means concatenation operation.

The edge feature E
(l−1)
ijp is combined with the concatenated node features x

(l−1)
i and x

(l−1)
j ,

transformed by the weight matrix W (l)

Normalized Attention and Node Feature Update

The attention is normalized by a doubly stochastic normalization function DS(·) and node
feature and edge feature are both updated as shown below
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x
(l)
iG′ = σ

∥Pp=1

∑
j∈N

DS
(
â
(l)
ijp

)
W (l)x

(l−1)
j

 (4.5)

E
(l)
ijp = DS

(
â
(l)
ijp

)
(4.6)

This equation updates the node feature x
(l)
iG′ by aggregating the features of neighboring

nodes, weighted by the normalized attention coefficients DS
(
â
(l)
ijp

)
, and applies an activation

function . The edge features are similarly updated.

Alternative Node Feature Update

The following equation computes the updated node features x
(l)
iG′ for node i in graph G′ at

layer l.

x
(l)
iG′ = σ

 P∑
p=1

∑
j∈N

[
DS

(
â
(l)
ijp

)
· (W (l)

1 x
(l−1)
j )

] (4.7)

where:

• x
(l)
iG′ represents the node features of node i in the graph G′ at layer l.

• σ denotes an activation function.

•
∥∥P
p=1

represents a concatenation over different features p.

•
∑

j∈N represents a summation operation over neighboring nodes j in the graph.

• â
(l)
ijp represents the attention coefficient between node i and node j for message type p

at layer l.

• W (l) represents the weight matrix for layer l of the neural network.

• x
(l−1)
j represents the node features of neighboring node j at layer l − 1.

• E
(l)
ijp represents the attention-softmaxed coefficients, scaled by D, for message type p

between nodes i and j at layer l.

It aggregates messages from neighboring nodes, weighted by attention coefficients â
(l)
ijp and

transformed by the weight matrix W (l), and then applies an activation function σ. The
attention coefficients are normalized and computed using a softmax function S, and the
aggregated messages are scaled by a normalization factor D. This approach incorporates
edge features when calculating the attention coefficients. It begins by transforming the edge
features into a higher-dimensional space. These transformed edge features are then used to
compute the attention coefficients used in updating the node features. Thus this approach
only requires one layer, as both the node and edge embeddings are updated simultaneously.
The edge embeddings are determined based on the calculated attention coefficients. This
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approach enables EGNN to capture relationships between nodes and edges, enhancing its
ability to learn complex patterns within the graph structure. However, a drawback of EGNN
is that, apart from the original edge features used in the first layer, the attention coefficients
between nodes in the l− th layer are used as the edge features in the (l+ 1)− th layer. This
can lead to a loss of important edge information. Additionally, EGNN does not explicitly
consider the influence of edge feature directions on different edge features.

Enhanced Attention Mechanism

To overcome the previous limitations, we propose a new attention function that takes into
account the influence of different edge features individually, as well as the direction of the
edges. This allows us to discriminate between the directions of edges and capture the
nuanced relationships within the graph. Additionally, we introduce a global normalization
operation to determine the relative importance of each edge feature, further enhancing our
understanding of their significance in the graph.

We first, introduce the edge-feature coefficient α
(l)
ijp for a directed graph in order to consider

edge features in both directions. This coefficient is computed using the equation:

α
(l)
ijp = σ

{
uT
p

[
W

(l)
1 E

(l−1)
ijp ∥W

(l)
1 E

(l−1)
jip

]}
(4.8)

where σ denotes the activation function, up represents the weight vector, W(l)
1 is the weight

matrix, E(l−1)
ijp represents the edge feature from node vi to node vj at layer l− 1, and E

(l−1)
jip

represents the edge feature from node vj to node vi at layer l − 1. The equation computes
the weighted sum of these edge features, followed by the application of the activation
function to obtain the final coefficient value. The proposed edge-feature coefficient enables
the consideration of bidirectional edge information, enhancing the modeling capability for
directed graphs.

New Attention Coefficient Calculation

We compute a new attention coefficient by incorporating the previous edge embedding and
the edge-feature coefficient.

β̂
(l)
ijp = e

(l−1)
ijp α

(l)
ijp (4.9)

Substituting the expression for α
(l)
ijp from the first equation:

β̂
(l)
ijp = e

(l−1)
ijp σ

{
uT
p

[
W

(l)
1 E

(l−1)
ijp ∥W

(l)
1 E

(l−1)
jip

]}
(4.10)
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Figure 4.3: Construction of attention mechanism in GBTrust

This coefficient is then normalized via the softmax function

β
(l)
ijp = softmax

(
β̂
(l)
ijp

)
=

exp
(
β̂
(l)
ijp

)
∑P

k=1

∑N
n=1 exp

(
β̂
(l)
ink

) , (4.11)

we use the Softmax function to measure the importance of edge feature p over all vi’s
neighbor nodes and all edge features. In this way, we can compare the result to know which
edge feature is more important for node vi.

Final Attention Calculation

Considering the influence of edge features, and normalize it over all neighboring nodes. We
calculate each neighboring node vj ’s attention in terms of feature p â

(l)
ijp, by using β

(l)
jip in

the exponent:

â
(l)
ijp = exp

{
σ
[
β
(l)
jipv

T
(
W

((l))
2 x

(l−1)
i ∥W (l)

2 x
(l−1)
j

)]}
(4.12)

where W
(l)
2 is a parameter matrix and v is a parameter vector. In order to normalize the

attention scores a
(l)
ijp over all neighboring nodes of node i for feature p, we divide â

(l)
ijp by the

sum of attention scores over all neighbors k:
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a
(l)
ijp =

â
(l)
ijp∑

k∈Np(i)
â
(l)
ikp

(4.13)

Finally, we get the following node vi ’s representation vector x
(l)
i in subgraph G’(Giout or

Giout).

x
(l)
iG′ = σ

∥∥Pp=1

∑
j∈N

a
(l)
ijpW

(l)
2 x

(l−1)
j

 (4.14)

then the global embedding of each peer xi is obtained by concatenating its two representations
(in both subgraphs Giout and Giout) :

x
(l)
i = concat(x

(l)
iGiin

, x
(l)
iGiout

) (4.15)

4.4.5 Classification Module

The classification module is used to predict the trustworthiness of each peer. We use two
fully connected layers with specific activation functions to obtain these predictions. First, we
apply the Tanh activation function in the first fully connected layer. The Tanh activation
function maps the output values to the range [-1, 1], enabling the representation of both
positive and negative trust values. This layer captures and processes the input features of
each peer, transforming them into a meaningful representation.

Next, we employ the Sigmoid activation function in the second fully connected layer. The
Sigmoid function maps the output values to the range [0, 1], which is suitable for representing
trustworthiness probability. This layer refines the transformed representations from the
previous layer and produces the final predicted trustworthiness values for each peer.

To train the trust network classification module, we define the loss function using the
binary cross-entropy loss. The loss function penalizes the difference between the predicted
trustworthiness (ŷi) and the actual trustworthiness (yi) for each peer. The binary cross-
entropy loss is given by:

Loss = −
N∑
i=1

yi log ŷi + (1− yi) log(1− ŷi) (4.16)

By minimizing this loss function during the training process enables the classification module
to accurately predict the trustworthiness values for each peer, facilitating the detection of
honest peers as well as distinguishing between static and dynamic malicious behavior within
the trust network.
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4.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present an experimental evaluation to compare the performance of the
proposed GBTrust model with existing GNN-based trust models. The experiments aim
to assess the effectiveness of the GBTrust in trust management for P2P networks. We
implemented the EGNN algorithm using the Python programming language and TensorFlow
library. The models were trained on a machine equipped with a GTX1080 graphic card,
which provided 8 GB of graphics memory. The model used L = 2 updated EGNN layers,
indicating the depth of the model.

4.5.1 Experimental Setup

Dataset

We conducted experiments on a specially generated dataset. This dataset was created by
simulating a network of 1000 peers running the BTrust algorithm, with peers labeled for
evaluation purposes. The simulation was done using Netlogo 6.1.1 environment 1 which is a
multi-agent modeling environment for emulating large-scale networks. During the simulation,
each peer’s interactions and trust ratings were recorded, providing a rich source of data for
training and evaluating our model. The resulting dataset consists of 1000 nodes and 10000
directed edges. By leveraging this simulated dataset, we were able to assess the performance
of our proposed model in accurately predicting the trustworthiness of peers in the context of
file sharing. File sharing was chosen for its simplicity, its representation of resource exchange
and its prevalent use as a case study in literature.

Baseline Models

We compare the GBTrust with three state-of-the-art GNN-based trust models: TrustGuard
[149] , GATrust[144], TrustGNN [145] and EGNN [102]. These models represent existing
approaches in trust management for P2P networks and serve as baselines for performance
comparison.

4.5.2 Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of the trust models, we employed the following evaluation
metrics:

• Precision: This metric measures the proportion of correctly classified trustworthy
peers among all peers predicted as trustworthy. It indicates how accurate our model is
in identifying trustworthy peers.

• Recall: The recall metric calculates the proportion of correctly classified trustworthy

1http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
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peers among all actual trustworthy peers. It assesses the model’s ability to capture all
trustworthy peers in the dataset.

• F1-Score: The F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. It provides a
balanced measure of performance by considering both precision and recall. A higher
F1-score indicates a better balance between precision and recall.

• Accuracy: The accuracy metric measures the overall correctness of the predictions.
It is calculated as the proportion of correctly classified peers, regardless of their
trustworthiness. A higher accuracy score indicates a higher percentage of correct
predictions.

In addition to these metrics, we also evaluated the performance of the models on the following
tasks:

• File Recommendation: This task involves recommending files to each peer based
on their past behavior, load, and shared neighbors. The goal is to assess the model’s
ability to effectively utilize the peer’s historical data, consider their current workload,
and leverage information from their neighboring peers to make accurate file recommen-
dations. File recommendation serves as a prediction aiding peers in assessing whether
the files provided by their counterparts are malicious or not, consequently influencing
their decision to request the file or not from a given peer.

For these tasks, we compute precision, recall, F1-score, and accuracy as the evaluation
metrics.

4.5.3 Experimental Design

We conduct a series of experiments to compare the performance of the GBTrust with
TrustGuard, GATrust, EGNN and TrustGNN. Each experiment involves the following steps:

1. Model Training: We train each trust model using the training dataset and optimize
their parameters using appropriate optimization algorithms such as gradient descent.
The models are trained to learn the trust relationships, classify the trustworthiness of
peers, and perform the additional tasks of peer classification and file recommendation.

2. Model Validation: We evaluate the performance of each model on the validation
dataset and tune the hyperparameters, such as learning rate, batch size, and number
of layers, to achieve optimal performance. This step ensures that the models are
well-optimized and generalize well to unseen data.

3. Model Testing: We assess the performance of each model on the testing dataset,
which contains unseen data. The evaluation metrics (precision, recall, F1-score, and
accuracy) are calculated to quantify the effectiveness and robustness of each trust
model. Additionally, the metrics for the peer classification and file recommendation
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tasks are computed and analyzed.

Before training and testing, the dataset undergoes a random shuffling procedure to remove
any biases or sequential patterns. This step aimed to promote fairness and impartiality in
subsequent model training and testing phases. Following the shuffling process, the dataset
was partitioned into three subsets: training, validation, and test sets. The allocation was
structured to adhere to a well-balanced ratio of 70:15:15, respectively. This distribution
strategy was chosen to strike a harmonious balance between model training, validation, and
evaluation, thereby facilitating effective learning and performance assessment.

4.5.4 Experimental Results

From table 4.3, several interesting phenomena can be observed. Overall, our approach
‘GBTrust’ outperforms three baselines in all metrics. Especially for Recall, it reaches to
0.81, much higher than any of the baseline model. ‘GBTrust’ had better performance which
means that aggregating edge features to calculate node attention has strong influence on the
prediction. Meanwhile, comparison of ‘GBTrust’ with ‘EGNN’ demonstrates the effectiveness
of edge-feature directionality.

Table 4.3: Performance Comparison of Trust Models (Trust Assessment)

Model Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy

GBTrust 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.86

TrustGuard 0.79 0.78 0.78 0.82

GATrust 0.80 0.79 0.80 0.84

TrustGNN 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.79

EGNN 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.81

Table 4.4: Performance Comparison of Trust Models (File Recommendation/transaction)

Model Precision Recall F1-Score Accuracy

GBTrust 0.79 0.78 0.80 0.81

TrustGuard 0.72 0.70 0.71 0.75

GATrust 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.77

TrustGNN 0.74 0.78 0.79 0.76

EGNN 0.78 0.76 0.78 0.80

4.5.5 Discussion

The experimental results clearly demonstrate that the GBTrust model excels in various
evaluation metrics across multiple tasks, such as trust assessment, peer classification, and
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file recommendation. Specifically, GBTrust consistently outperforms baseline models like
TrustGuard, GATrust, EGNN, and TrustGNN in terms of precision, recall, F1-score, and
accuracy. The highest recall achieved by GBTrust (0.81) underscores its superior capability
in accurately identifying trustworthy peers, which is essential for maintaining the reliability
and security of a peer-to-peer network.

In the trust assessment task, GBTrust’s precision of 0.83 and F1-Score of 0.82 indicate a
remarkable balance between identifying trustworthy peers and minimizing false positives. The
accuracy of 0.86 further confirms its robust performance. Similarly, in the file recommendation
task, GBTrust maintains a strong performance with a precision of 0.79, recall of 0.78, F1-
Score of 0.80, and accuracy of 0.81, demonstrating its versatility and effectiveness across
different scenarios.

Comparatively, other models like TrustGuard and GATrust show reasonable performance
but fail to match GBTrust in key areas. TrustGuard’s lower F1-Score and accuracy suggest
difficulties in balancing precision and recall, potentially due to its simpler handling of peer
interactions and edge features. GATrust, while leveraging graph attention mechanisms, does
not fully capture the directional nature of interactions, leading to slightly lower performance
metrics.

EGNN performs well with balanced precision and recall but lacks the detailed modeling
of directed edges that GBTrust employs, which limits its accuracy in trust assessments.
TrustGNN, despite solid performance, falls short due to its limitations in exploiting edge
features and handling the dynamic nature of peer interactions.

The superior performance of GBTrust can be attributed to its advanced directed Edge
Graph Neural Network architecture, which effectively captures the complex relationships
and dynamics within P2P networks. This model’s ability to integrate edge features and
model the directionality of interactions provides a nuanced and detailed understanding of
peer trustworthiness. Additionally, GBTrust’s robust mechanism for dynamically adjusting
trust scores ensures high accuracy and reliability, even as network conditions change.

The insights from this comparative analysis suggest that while other models have their
strengths, they may not fully leverage the complexities of P2P networks as effectively as
GBTrust. The detailed edge-feature aggregation and directed graph modeling in GBTrust
set a new standard for trust management in decentralized systems.

4.6 Comparison to BTrust and traditional RTMS

In this section, we present the results of comparing GBTrust with BTrust and conventional
RTMS, illustrating the influence of GNN on trust assessment.

As detailed in section 3.6.2, RMSE (root-mean-square error) serves as a reliable metric
inversely linked to the accuracy of trust models, with lower RMSE values indicating higher
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precision in trust evaluation. Following the simulation setup outlined in section 3.6.1, we
evaluate identical scenarios under consistent conditions. Comparing RMSE values in both
static and dynamic peer environments reveals that GBTrust significantly enhances the
accuracy of trust assessments compared to BTrust, as depicted in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. This
improvement can be attributed to GBTrust’s capability to swiftly identify malicious peers
across numerous interaction cycles, leveraging insights gleaned from BTrust interactions. Ad-
ditionally, GBTrust incorporates supplementary parameters facilitating peer trustworthiness
prediction based on network embeddings.

Figure 4.4: Trust estimation error (RMSE) GBTrust(green) and BTrust(blue) in presence
of different portions of static malicious peers

To emphasize GBTrust’s capacity to combat evolving malicious activity, we compare it with
several established P2P RTMS platforms. In this comparison, we assess protocols based on
two criteria: trust consistency and resilience to NMA, CRA, NRA, MSA, and CBA attacks
[150]:

1. Naive Malicious Attack (NMA): A compromised node may offer improper
services without accurately reporting its Local Trust Feedback (LTF), which is
the feedback about a peer’s behavior within a network service protocol.

2. Collusive Rumor Attack (CRA): Malicious nodes not only provide improper
services but also collude to falsely report LTFs, aiming to disrupt trust or reputa-
tion assessment by spreading misleading information.

3. Non-collusive Rumor Attack (NRA): Malicious nodes act independently
to report false LTFs contrary to observed evidence. For instance, if an LTF is
assessed as positive (p), the malicious node may deceitfully report a negative
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Figure 4.5: Trust estimation error (RMSE) average for GBTrust(green) and BTrust (blue)
in presence of different portions of dynamic malicious peers, during 100 cycles

(1− p) LTF.

4. Malicious Spy Attack (MSA): While some malicious nodes misbehave openly,
others, known as malicious spies, behave normally to blend in. These nodes
collaborate to spread misinformation by reporting false LTFs, thereby undermining
the trust and reputation system.

5. Conflicting Behavior Attack (CBA): Malicious nodes adopt inconsistent
behavior towards different parties, aiming to create confusion by disseminating
conflicting LTFs. For example, they may target specific honest nodes with
misbehavior to amplify the disparity in LTFs between targeted and non-targeted
nodes, reducing the overall impact of the attack through intermittent misbehavior.

In network reputation assessment, consistency denotes the uniformity of evaluations across the
network. In cooperative evaluations, consistency necessitates that a node’s reputation remains
consistent throughout the network. Conversely, in independent evaluations, reputations
toward a node may vary based on how evaluators differentiate between direct and indirect
observations. The analysis indicates that a robust RTMS like EigenTrust can partially
resist CRA. This is achievable with the aid of pre-trusted nodes; nevertheless, for nodes
that pre-trusted nodes have not interacted with or observed (i.e., high uncertainty), the
reputation assessment could be significantly distorted.

Moreover, MSA presents a significant threat to EigenTrust for two primary reasons: Firstly,
EigenTrust lacks the ability to detect spies, as their reputations are inflated with high values.
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Protocol Consistency NMA NRA CRA MSA CBA

EigenTrust [22] Yes ✓ ✓ ⋆ • ⋆

HonestPeer [22] No ✓ ✓ • • •

Robust [151] No ✓ ✓ ✓ ⋆ •

PeerTrust [127] No ✓ ✓ ✓ ⋆ ✓

BTrust Yes ✓ ✓ ✓ ⋆ ✓

GBTrust Yes ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 4.5: Security Analysis of BTrust and other trust management protocols
Legend: ✓ - resilient; ⋆ - partially vulnerable; • - vulnerable

Consequently, false recommendations provided by spies are perceived as credible since the spy
nodes exhibit no abnormal behavior apart from disseminating false information. Secondly,
EigenTrust may be susceptible to CBA, particularly when pre-trusted nodes are deceived
by malicious nodes displaying inconsistent behavior. While trust models like Robust and
PowerTrust aim to counter collusion attacks effectively, they overlook the credibility of
recommendations in reputation evaluation, thus failing to identify spies in MSA. Additionally,
Robust is prone to CBA due to its inability to detect malicious nodes exhibiting inconsistent
behavior, as honest nodes lack the capability to identify them.

In contrast, GBTrust employs an attention mechanism to filter out false recommendations
effectively. This mechanism prioritizes relevant information while simultaneously screening
out noise introduced by malicious actors. By assigning higher attention weights to trustworthy
sources of feedback and reducing the influence of unreliable peers, GBTrust can effectively
mitigate the impact of malicious spies on the reputation system.

4.7 Conclusion

Assessing the trustworthiness of peers in peer-to-peer (P2P) systems is a critical task within
the domain of reputation trust systems. Existing approaches often overlook the utilization
of graph information and lack interpretability in their models when tackling this challenge.
Moreover, previous studies on graph attentive networks fail to properly account for the
importance of neighbors and different edge features in the context of reputation trust systems.

To overcome these limitations, we propose GBTrust, a novel graph attentive network model
specifically designed for reputation trust assessment in P2P systems. GBTrust incorporates
an edge-feature attention mechanism to effectively handle the diverse characteristics of edges
in the graph. Additionally, we introduce node attention and feature attention to leverage
the directional aspects of the graph, enabling the identification of influential neighbors
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and significant features within the reputation trust system. By combining these elements,
GBTrust aims to provide an enhanced and comprehensive approach to reputation trust
assessment in P2P systems.

Experimental evaluations demonstrate the superiority of our proposed model over existing
approaches. Notably, our model achieves enhanced accuracy in trustworthiness detection and
provides valuable insights and explanations. The effectiveness of GBTrust can be leveraged by
traditional RTMS to enhance their performance and predictability. By integrating GBTrust
as an overlay system, existing RTMS can benefit from the advanced capabilities of GBTrust
to improve trust assessment outcomes and overall system reliability.



Chapter 5
Conclusion and future work

In this work, we have presented BTrust, a novel Reputation Trust Management System
(RTMS) that combines multiple determinant factors for quantifying and comparing the
trustworthiness of peers in P2P systems. BTrust dynamically incorporates a feedback system,
user behavior analysis, and device security assessment to provide a comprehensive trust
evaluation approach. We have also introduced an efficient peer selection method based
on random walks, which proves to be suitable for large-scale networks without excessive
computational burden.

BTrust presents several key strengths, including its extensibility and modularity. The generic
nature of the underlying trust computation concepts allows for easy extension and the
inclusion of additional services or factors to enhance the accuracy of trust evaluations. In
addition, BTrust introduces a novel mechanism that distributes the load across the network,
ensuring efficient and balanced trust management. Furthermore, an incentive mechanism is
incorporated to encourage peers to provide trustworthy feedback and behave honestly. More-
over, the simulation results confirm that BTrust successfully fulfills the design considerations
outlined in the introduction. It effectively isolates malicious peers within P2P networks,
eliminating the need for a central authority to oversee trust management. The proposed trust
model demonstrates its effectiveness and efficiency in countering various attacks, ensuring
the robustness and security of the system. The extensibility, load distribution mechanism,
and incentive mechanism of BTrust contribute to its effectiveness and applicability in P2P
networks.

Moving forward, there are several avenues for further research and development. Firstly,
we envision a decentralized evaluation of remote attestation, enhancing the security and
reliability of trust assessments. Furthermore, we are investigating off-chain models for logging
local trust scores, leveraging solutions like lightning networks to reduce validation latency
and minimize blockchain overhead.

In our efforts to enhance BTrust, we have proposed GBTrust, a graph attentive network
model designed specifically for reputation trust assessment and predictions in P2P systems.
GBTrust addresses the limitations of existing similar approaches by incorporating an edge-
feature attention mechanism, introducing node attention and feature attention, and leveraging
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the directional aspects of edges. This mechanism allows GBTrust to capture and exploit
the rich information embedded within the edges of the graph, resulting in more accurate
and comprehensive trust evaluations. Moreover, GBTrust incorporates the concept of
directionality in edges. By considering the direction of edges in P2P networks, GBTrust is
able to capture asymmetry in interactions between peers. This consideration of directional
edges enhances the model’s ability to accurately assess trust relationships, capturing the
nuances of trust dynamics in P2P systems. A noteworthy contribution is that GBTrust
was designed to be used for any existing RTMS where trust data can be modeled as a
directed graph. Experimental evaluations have demonstrated the performance of GBTrust
over existing models in terms of trustworthiness detection accuracy and predictions.

Future work entails refining and optimizing GBTrust through several avenues. Firstly, the
integration of time-aware GNNs can be explored to enhance the model’s ability to capture
temporal dynamics in trust relationships. By incorporating time as a factor in the GNN
framework, GBTrust can provide more accurate and timely trust evaluations. Additionally,
efforts can be focused on reducing the training and inference time of GBTrust. This can
involve investigating techniques such as model compression, parallel computing, or distributed
training to accelerate the learning process and improve efficiency.

Furthermore, expanding the evaluation of GBTrust on various datasets and real-world
scenarios would provide a comprehensive understanding of its performance and generalizability.
By testing the model on diverse domains and considering different network characteristics,
the robustness and effectiveness of GBTrust can be further validated.
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